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Abstract

Phase unwrapping is a crucial and challenging step to most data-processing chains based on

phase information in many fields of research, such as magnetic resonance imaging, synthetic

aperture radar interferometry and optical metrology. In all these research fields, the measured

parameters are modulated in the form of two-dimensional fringe pattern. To retrieve the phase

information from the fringe pattern, Fourier domain filtering or phase shift technique can be

used. The retrieved phase values, which are wrapped phase, are the distribution of principal

values ranging from−π to π. Thus, phase unwrapping procedure is needed to get back the

unknown multiple of2π to each pixel. This is why many algorithms have been proposed

for phase unwrapping. However, there is no agreement between the current phase unwrap-

ping algorithms for different applications, due to the existence of disturbance in the measured

phase data. In the case that there is no disturbance in the phase data, the unwrapped phase

can be obtained by integrating the phase gradients over the whole data samples, which is in-

dependent from the integration path. However, there are several sources of errors in the phase

images. Firstly, phase aliasing occurs when the true phase changes by more than one cycle

(2π rad) between samples, which was caused by long baselines, objects discontinuities or high

deformation. The second source is noise, which may be causedby speckle noise, electronic

noise and/or fringe breaks. Those defected points in the measured phase images are called

singular points (SPs). To exclude these invalid areas from unwrapping process and get precise

unwrapped phase results can be a time-consuming process.

For this purpose, we proposed two novel phase unwrapping algorithms for noisy phase im-

ages. The first algorithm is called rotational and direct compensators for phase unwrapping

(RC+DC). The RC+DC algorithm is a new phase unwrapping approach for noisy wrapped

phase maps of continuous objects to improve the accuracy andcomputational time require-

ments of phase unwrapping using a rotational compensator (RC) method. The RC method

uses local phase information to compensate the singularityparts of phase map caused by ex-

istence of SPs. It computes the compensators through superposing the effect of each SP by

adding an integral of isotropic singular function along anyloops. However, the RC method
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has a drawback of undesired phase error because the RC shouldbe applied to the regular re-

gion with no SPs as well as to the singular region. In addition, the RC method required high

computational time cost when the measured phase data contains many SPs. Therefore, the

proposed algorithm (RC+DC) aims to overcome the disadvantages of the RC method. It uses

direct compensator (DC) for adjoining SP pairs, and uses RC for other pairs. The adjoining

pair is a dipole which consists of two SPs with opposite signs, separated by one pixel hori-

zontally or vertically. The RC+DC method is fast, however, its accuracy is not guaranteed.

Its accuracy is depending on reducing the times for using theRC technique that increases the

phase distortion in the unwrapped results.

The second proposed algorithm is based on singularity compensation for cluster regions of

SPs; it aims to improve the performance of phase unwrapping using a localized compensator

(LC) method regards the memory shortage and computational time requirements. The LC

method regularizes the inconsistencies in local areas, which are clusters, around the SPs by

integrating the solution of Poisson’s equation for segments in each cluster to evaluate the com-

pensators according to a certain mechanism. The original LCmethod uses boundary element

method (BEM) to get the compensator values. However, BEM produce large error in the re-

sults when the singularity sources are position near to the segments which compensators are

computed for them. Hence, the LC method also use singular value decomposition (SVD) to

fix the errors produce from BEM step. We refer to the original LC method, which uses BEM

and SVD method to obtain the compensator values, as LC.bem+svd. In terms of accuracy,

the method using LC is superior to the other methods. Despitethis, LC method has a major

disadvantage of computational cost since this method requires long time cost to compute the

compensator values and to reduce errors. Therefore, to overcome these drawbacks, we use

a new way to produce the compensator values. The proposed algorithm solves the Poisson’s

equation by using rotational and divergence operators to get the compensators without any

effect of the singularity source positions. Hence, the new proposed method does not need any

further steps to fix errors. We called this new proposed method as LC phase unwrapping al-

gorithm based on rotational and divergence operators (LC.rot+div). The proposed LC.rot+div

algorithm is tested on both computer-simulated and experimental noisy phase data. The results

show that the proposed LC.rot+div algorithm is faster compared to the original LC.bem+svd

algorithm, meanwhile it keeps the same level of accuracy of the unwrapped results.
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As a summary, the proposed phase unwrapping algorithms (RC+DC, and LC.rot+div) have

been evaluated extensively using a set of simulated and experimental phase data obtained from

various optical applications, such as interferometric data and Fourier transform profilometry

data. In addition, these proposed algorithms are also compared to existing phase unwrapping

methods, such as the method by Goldstein et al. and least-squares method with discrete cosine

transforms .... etc. The results show that the proposed algorithms give better performances

regards the accuracy and computational time cost. Therefore, the two new proposed phase

unwrapping algorithms (RC+DC, LC.rot+div) are applicablefor dynamic three-dimensional

shape measurements and applications that are required large phase data size, such as computed

tomography (CT) measurements.

Keywords: Interferometric measurements, Three-dimensional shape measurements, Holo-

graphic data, Fringe analysis, Phase extraction, Phase unwrapping, Image processing.
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Abbreviations

CCD Charge-coupled device

S/N Signal-to-Noise ratio

SP Singular Point

FTP Fourier Transform Profilometry

VSP Virtual Singular Point

PDE Partial Differential Equation

FT Fourier Transform

DCT Discrete Cosine Transform

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

LS-DCT Least-Square method by using Discrete Cosine Transform

SSPU Spreading Singularity Phase Unwrapping

RC Rotational Compensator

USP Unconstrained Singular Point

DC Direct Compensator

LC Localized Compensator

BEM Boundary Element Method

SVD Singular Value Decomposition

CT Computed Tomography

Symbols

I(x, y) The intensity recorded on the CCD at(x, y) point,

Ψ(x, y) The value of the wrapped phase,

f0 The spatial-carrier frequency,

φ0(x, y) The phase of the background zebra pattern,

φ(x, y) The phase of the distorted fringe pattern,

∆φ(x, y) The phase caused by the object’s height distribution,

Ψi The value of the wrapped phase at pixeli in phase map,

∆Ψi Wrapped phase difference at pixeli in phase map,

W[.] Wrapping operator, where−π ≤ W [.] ≤ +π,
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Int[.] A function that returns the nearest integer

∇Ψi Wrapped phase gradient at pixeli in phase map,

ΦM The estimated unwrapped phase at pointM ,

S The SP residue,

Φi,j The estimated unwrapped phase,

∇Ψx
i,j Horizontal wrapped phase gradient in x direction,

∇Ψy
i,j Vertical wrapped phase gradient in y direction,

ε2 Minimum discontinuity error inL2-norm sense,

Q Matrix that perform the discrete Laplacian operation,

Φ Column vector containing the unwrapped phase values which is the solution,

ρ A column vector containing the discrete Laplacian operation on the wrapped phase

differences,

wx
i,j Horizontal weightings,

wy
i,j Vertical weightings,

W Matrix of weight values of every pixel in the phase map,

g(r, r′) The wrapped phase difference vector between two adjoining pixels,

r, r′, andŝ The position of the pixel of interest, position of the adjoining pixel, and unit vector

of directionr′ − r, respectively,

mk Residue point valuemk ∈ {−1, 0, 1},

K A sum of the number of that not satisfying the sampling theorem,

A A rotational vector that is a rotation of a vector potential,

(R, θ, z) The cylindrical coordinate,

eR andẑ Unit vectors forR-axis andz-axis, respectively,

n̂ The outward normal unit vector to the path (n̂ = ŝ×ẑ)

Emonopole The effect of a single SP,

Edipole The effect of the dipole SPs in two dimensional space,

d The difference vector from the negative SP to the positive SP,

φ̄ andδφ(r) A phase average and a non-singular phase fluctuation, respectively,

C i A compensator regularizes the singularity ofΨi,
RC i

j The RC for thei-th segment to cancel the singularity of

thej-th SP,
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Sj The residue of thej-th SP,

θi+1,j andθi,j Azimuthal angles of both ends of thei-th segment,
DC i

j The DC of a segment that is related to the adjoining pair,

T i
j The sign direction ofDC i

j,

adj+(i) The positive SP number which belongs to the adjoining pair,

adj−(i) The negative SP number which belongs to the adjoining pair,

i the segment number,

mi
j is defined,mi

j = 1, whenadj+(i) or adj−(i) has a value ofj; otherwisemi
j = 0,

ẑ The perpendicular unit vector to the domain surface,

Az The flux density that describes the spreading of singularities,

ek,j The error vector on thej-th segment in thek-th elementary loop,
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Optical measurement techniques such as interferometry andfringe projection profilometry

have become crucial tools in many areas of science and engineering. Since these techniques

have the features of non-contact characteristics and highly accurate measurement capability.

However, most optical methods require the processing of a fringe pattern. The intensity of

the fringe pattern which is produced by these optical methods modulates the physical quantity

that is measured. This intensity varies as the cosine of a phase which is most often directly

proportional to that physical quantity. Thus, the accuracyof measurements carried out by

these optical methods is strongly dependent on the accuracywith which the underlying phase

distribution of the recorded fringe patterns is estimated.Different methods are used to demod-

ulate fringe patterns in order to obtained the desired information. These method are referred

as fringe pattern analysis techniques [1–5]. Any of these fringe analysis algorithms can be

divided into two main processing stages: phase extraction and phase unwrapping. The frist

stage is to extract the phase information from the fringe pattern, Fourier domain filtering [5–7]

or phase shift techniques [6, 8, 9] can be used for that. The extracted phase values, which are

wrapped phase, are the distribution of principal values ranging from−π to π. Thus, phase

unwrapping procedure is needed to get back the unknown multiple of2π to each pixel, which

is the second main stage in any fringe analysis method. However, the defects in the fringe

patterns, such as phase discontinuity, shadow, and/or noise are the main difficulties in the

phase unwrapping methods. To exclude these invalid areas from unwrapping process and get

precise unwrapped phase results can be a time-consuming process. Despite no small num-

bers of methods to estimate unwrapped phase map have been proposed, the problem of phase

unwrapping remains unresolved.

Fringe analysis techniques are considered to be an effective and reliable optical noncontact

methods for surface shape measurements. In these techniques, a structured lighting pattern

is projected onto the surface of an object. According to the surface shape of the object, the
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Figure 1.1: Fringe analysis for an object

projected pattern will be modified. This pattern is capturedby a CCD camera and then stored

into computer memory. The image is then analyzed by one of fringe analysis algorithms

to extract the phase information and retrieved the continuous form of the phase distribution

by applied one of phase unwrapping methods. Finally, by using phase-height relationship,

the object height shape can be determined. Figure 1.1 summarized these steps about fringe

patterns analysis.

Driven by these motivations, both theoretical aspects of the phase unwrapping problem as

well as practical algorithms for its solution is examined inthis dissertation. However, we

begin with a brief explanation for the main stages of fringe analysis methods to figure out the

problems of phase processing and the circumstances in whichthey arise.

1.1 Phase extraction

Many techniques have been proposed for the analysis of fringe patterns. These techniques

vary in accuracy, the number of frames required and processing time. The aim of any fringe

pattern analysis algorithm is to obtain the phase information modulated into the fringe pattern.

This phase is wrapped between[−π, π) and needs to be unwrapped, as will be shown in the

next section. Fringe pattern analysis algorithms can be classified into two categories, which

are spatial and temporal techniques. Spatial methods calculate the phase of a pixel in a fringe

pattern depending on its neighboring pixels. Examples of a spatial technique such as Fourier

fringe analysis and direct phase demodulation. Spatial techniques require at least one fringe
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pattern to calculate the phase components. In contrast, temporal algorithms require at least

three images to calculate the phase of a pixel depending on the values of that pixel in different

images and independent of its surrounding pixels. An examples of a temporal methods is

phase stepping. However, in this study our main concerning is for the unwrapping stage in

the analysis of fringe pattern process. This is why we will present only one of famous fringe

analysis technique for phase extraction stage in chapter 2,which is Fourier fringe analysis

method.

1.2 Phase unwrapping

Phase unwrapping is a technique used on wrapped phase imagesto remove the2π discon-

tinuities embedded within the phase map. It detects a2π phase jump and adds or subtracts

an integer offset of2π to successive pixels following a threshold mechanism, thus, retrieving

the contiguous form of the phase map. To clarify the concept of phase unwrapping technique

consider an example for one-dimensional data as shown in Fig. 1.2. The actual phase data

shown by the solid line is continuous function; it has valuesgreater than2π. The measured

phase (wrapped phase) shown by square symbol is detected at discrete point, its values stored

in the range(−π, π]. From the figure, it can be found that the wrapped phase has phase jumps

because it represents the fractional part of the unwrapped phase. The filled diamond symbol is

the unwrapped phase calculated from wrapped phase by applying a certain process to remove

the gaps.

Phase unwrapping is not a straightforward step because of the possible presence of different

error sources and problems. Figure 1.3 shows examples of one-dimensional phase unwrap-

ping to illustrate the effect of phase aliasing or insufficient sampling rate on the unwrapping

process. In the figure, the true unwrapped phase, which is associated with a physical quantity,

is shown by solid line. The measured phase, which is wrapped phase shown by square sym-

bol, is detected at discrete point. The range of these phasesis within [0, 1) [cycle]. The filled

diamond symbol is the unwrapped phase calculated by adding or subtracting an integer offset

of 2π to the previous successive point. According to sampling theory, more than two samples

per period of the highest frequency component must be obtained. The Nyquist rate defines
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Figure 1.2: Concept of phase unwrapping technique

this minimum sampling rate [10]. Alternatively, sampling at the Nyquist rate is equivalent to

constraining the phase change to less than0.5 cycle orπ radian per sample everywhere. In or-

der to perform the phase unwrapping process in this example,the difference between a sample

and the preceding sample (directly adjacent on its left) is calculated. When this difference is

larger than+π or smaller than−π, a wrapped phase is detected. Once the detected wrapped

phase is found, the value of2π is either added or subtracted to or from this sample and also

all the further samples to the right-hand side of this sample. Figure 1.3(a) shows a successful

case for phase unwrapping process. This is due to that the number of sampling points,which

is 35, is greater than Nyquist rate. It is clear that positivecycles are applied at the fifth and

seventh point in Fig. 1.3(a), as well as, negative cycles areapplied around the position of4.2

and5.0. Meanwhile, Fig. 1.3(b) shows the result for unsuccessful unwrapping process case, in

which the number of sampling points is slightly under the Nyquist rate. Comparing results in

Fig. 1.3(a) and that one shown in Fig 1.3(b), it can be found that the sixth point in Fig. 1.3(b)

got a negative cycle at the sixth point, this result has errorat this point. Furthermore, since

the unwrapping is applied to the rightward direction, the unwrapped phase results in the right-
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hand side region of this point show incorrect results. The reason for such incorrect results is

due to shortage of sampling points. However, considering a boundary condition such as the

unwrapped phase must be zero at both ends, it can be found thatat least one unwrapping error

is included at any point in the region, which is called inconsistency in subsequent descriptions.

This additional condition (boundary condition) plays an important role to fix the unwrapping

errors. Figure 1.3(c) shows the number of sampling points isthe smallest among the studied

cases. It shows that the unwrapped phase is not identical to the true phase. However, any

inconsistency cannot be detected from the boundary condition. It means that the number of

incorrect adding cycles with+1 is equal to that with−1, and the result seems good. It can be

concluded that consistency is one of requirements but not a sufficient condition.

Figure 1.4 shows examples for one-dimensional phase unwrapping process in case where the

data contains noise with different magnitudes0.1 and0.2 cycles, respectively. The noise is

applied before phase measurements. In the figure, the true phase with noise is shown by

dotted line. The result of Fig. 1.4(a) shows that the phase unwrapping is completed success-

fully. However, Fig. 1.4(b) shows incorrect unwrapped phase result, this is due to that the

noise ratio is too high. Also, it can be detected that there isinconsistency by considering the

boundary condition at the ends of region as similar to the case of shortage of sampling points.

Also, when the magnitude of noise is grater than0.5, it is worth to mention that the phase

unwrapping cannot be applied.

Therefore, from last examples we can summarize the problemsthat affect the phase unwrap-

ping process as follow:

• Low S/N ratio of the fringes caused by electronic noise, speckle noise.

• Violation of sampling theorem.

• Object discontinuities.

As a result, many phase unwrapping algorithms have been developed in an attempt to solve

these problems. However, the variety of forms and densitiesfor the noise that might be found

in real wrapped phase maps makes the problem of phase unwrapping more complex and dif-

ficult to solve, even with given the significant amount of research effort expended to date
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Figure 1.3: One-dimensional phase unwrapping examples: (a) successful example with suf-
ficient sample points number is 35; (b) unsuccessful examplewith insufficient
sample points number is 33, which is slightly under Nyquist rate; (c) unsuccess-
ful example with insufficient sample points number is 18.
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and the large number of existing phase unwrapping algorithms. Although various methods

to estimate a correct unwrapped phase map have been proposed, they can be divided into

three categories. The first category contains algorithms based on following the paths [11–18].

These methods involve integrating the phase gradient of pixels in an image over a path start-

ing from a certain point and going over all the pixels, in essence, unwrapping the image. Path

independent unwrapping is obtained in the absence of error sources (singular points) that can

arise from either noise or object discontinuities. The unwrapped result is independent of the

unwrapping path; hence, the complete phase map is consistent. However, in the presence of

corrupted pixels (singular points), taking just any path isnot possible anymore. Consequently,

unwrapping becomes path dependent, where it has to manoeuvre between pixels choosing the

best path to follow where the pixels are not corrupted by error. To overcome path dependence,

many ways have been suggested and implemented. Hence, it canbe said that path following

methods fist search for singular points (SPs), then pair these SPs by placing branch cuts. By

examining the branch cuts and determining if any appear to beplaced poorly or any isolate

a region, it can be determined whether or not the paths can be followed to retrieve the phase

maps, as well as whether these methods succeed or fail.

The second category includes the methods which use the least-squares approach [19–25].

These algorithms use a different way for unwrapping images while still using the estimated

phase gradient. They use the same idea of minimization of discrete gradients difference

squares as used in the leased-squares approach. These differences are taken between the

wrapped phase gradients and supposed unwrapped phase gradients. In these methods, a

smooth solution is achieved by the resultant minimization.That can be done by integrating

over all the possible paths within the image not like path following methods, which integrate

over one single path, thus, spreading the error over the whole image. Like the previous meth-

ods, these methods also encounter a large number of errors once a corrupted region is present

in the image. Hence, weighting parameters are introduced toexclude corrupted regions. How-

ever, the success of algorithms using such a method relies onchoosing the weights, which puts

a huge load on the performance of the algorithm. One advantage of these methods over algo-

rithms based on following the paths is unwrapping SPs rich regions.

The last category is denoising-unwrapping methods [26–31]. This type of methods performs
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phase map denoising to remove noise from wrapped phase by using a filtering process. The fil-

tering process is sometimes applied before the unwrapping process such as windowed Fourier

transform method [28], or it is applied simultaneously withthe unwrapping process such as

dynamic filter method [29, 30]. These methods can reduce the noise within the original spatial

resolution. However, they have a minimum signal-to-noise ratio for the wrapped phase data

in which this method start to fail to obtain accurate unwrapped phase result. In addition, the

unwrapped results of these methods are highly depending on relaxation parameter, which can

control the cut-off frequency of the filter.

1.3 Objective of study

Current interest in two-dimensional phase unwrapping has been motivated largely by coming

on techniques based phase measurements. In these measurements, properties of two or more

waves are diagnosed by studying the pattern of interferencecreated by their superposition,

and depending on how the data are processed. However, the data must usually be unwrapped

before they can be made useful. In fact, incorrect phase unwrapping is often the most signifi-

cant source of error in these measurements. For this reason,the main objective of this research

study is the development of accurate, efficient, and robust phase unwrapping algorithms for

wrapped noisy images obtained from various optical applications. We propose new methods

to compensate the inconsistencies and to confine the effect of each one in a local region, how-

ever, they do that in different ways. The unwrapped results of these proposed methods are

similar to that of the methods based on the least square methods. However, the unwrapping is

carried out along successive pixels as similar to the path following methods. To achieve the

main object of this study, the following steps are done:

• Investigate and demonstrate the phase unwrapping process and problems deeply. In

addition, a brief overview of the existing phase unwrappingmethods and ideas should be

provide. Then, programming these existing phase unwrapping algorithms is generated.

• Figure out the ideas and prove them to propose efficient and accurate unwrapping al-

gorithms. Then, implement these new ideas to have applicable phase unwrapping algo-
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rithms in reality. After that, examine the proposed algorithms for simulated and actual

phase data to check their performance.

• Carry out comparisons between the proposed algorithms and the existing phase unwrap-

ping algorithms to evaluate the quality and validity for theunwrapped images taking in

consideration the noise level and time cost for the simulated data. Furthermore, com-

parison for these algorithms is done for experimental phasedata obtained from various

applications to examine the applicability and validity of these methods for actual phase

data.

1.4 Synopsis of the thesis

Chapter 1 is an introduction to the research by throwing the light on the subject and main

objectives of the study. In chapter 2, a background about phase extraction and unwrapping

is presented. In addition, a brief study for some of the existing phase unwrapping algorithms

is also introduced. Chapter 3 presents a detailed explanation of the phase unwrapping al-

gorithm based on rotational compensator that is the main step for the first proposed phase

unwrapping algorithm which is explained in details in chapter 4. In addition, the applica-

bility of the first proposed algorithm is demonstrated by using simulated and real wrapped

phase data is also given chapter 4. Furthermore, this chapter shows a comparison between

the proposed algorithm and the existing phase unwrapping algorithms to examine the quality

of the unwrapped results for actual phase data. Meanwhile, chapter 5 presents the idea and

details description of the second proposed algorithm for phase unwrapping. Beside that chap-

ter 5 shows the unwrapped simulated and experimental results for this proposed algorithm to

demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm for noisy phase images. Finally, the

work accomplished is concluded in chapter 6 with comments regarding the significance of the

work accomplished.
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Chapter 2

Background of phase extraction and
unwrapping processes

2.1 Introduction

Many techniques allow the measurement of physical properties based on the retrieval of phase

information encoded in an interference pattern. Techniques such as profilometric [32, 33] and

interferometric [34, 35] methods measure mechanical properties (e.g., strain or deformation)

of materials. These techniques encode the information about physical quantities as phase data

found in the measured intensity of a two-dimensional fringepattern. Therefore, the accuracy

of measurements carried out by these optical techniques is strongly dependent on the accuracy

of fringe analysis techniques that use to retrieve the phasedistribution of the recorded fringe

patterns. In general, the true phase may range over a larger interval than2π, which implies

that the obtained phase may contain discontinuities. For many years Fourier transform fringe

analysis technique [36] has been regarded as being fast and reliable technique for the analysis

of fringe patterns. This technique extracts the phase of a fringe pattern by using Fourier

transform and carrying out filtering in the frequence domain. The phase produced by the first

stage is wrapped contains2π jumps, which should be removed by using phase unwrapping

algorithm.

In this chapter, the processes of phase extraction and unwrapping will be defined and ex-

plained in detail. The methods and techniques that use to extract and calculate the phase from

a fringe pattern are introduced; since this step, phase extraction, is strongly affected the ac-

curacy of results obtained by the unwrapping process. In essence, this chapter will explain

the important terminologies such as singular point (SP) andsingularity in phase unwrapping

specifying how to locate SPs in the phase map. SPs are local inconsistencies that prevent

straight-forward unwrapping. Furthermore, the branch cuttechnique used to avoid the SP ef-
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Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of an experimental setup system of the interferometer tech-
nique measurement.

fect will be presented. In addition, existing two-dimensional phase unwrapping methods will

be presented. This chapter will help in understanding the material presented in later chapters.

2.2 Phase extraction and calculation

Here, we present two famous examples of applications that are based on phase measure-

ments to obtain their desired results. The two examples are interferometric measurements and

Fourier transform profilometry measurements. In each example, we start by introducing the

principle of system setup for measuring and how the phase is extracted from the measured

data.

2.2.1 Phase extraction for interferometric measurements

Interferometer is a technique of measuring the phase modulation from the light reflected or

transmitted from a projected object to screen in the form of interference pattern. The optical

setup of interferometric system is shown in Fig 2.1. For the measuring, light from a laser

is divided by a beam splitter into two beams, one for object illumination and another for a

reference. The object beam illuminates the object, the illuminating light is transmitted through
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the object toward the detector, where it forms an image of theobject on a CCD camera. An

interferogram is a fringe pattern formed on the CCD as a result of the interference between

the reference beam,R, and the object beam,O. The intensity recorded on the CCD is given

by

I(x, y) = |R|2 + |O|2 +R∗O +RO∗, (2.1)

whereR∗ andO∗ denote the complex conjugates ofR andO, respectively.

The last two terms of Eq. (2.1) contain information about theamplitude and the phase of

the object. To retrieve the phase information, two techniques are partly used. One is the

phase shift interferometry [6, 8, 9], in which several fringe patterns are recorded by varying

the known phase shift introduced to one of the beams in the interferometer system. The

other one is spatial filtering for interferogram using the Fourier transform method [5–7]. The

Fourier transform method requires only one fringe pattern;however, high frequency part of

spectrum in Fourier domain cannot be used. A schematic diagram describing the use of the

Fourier transform method is shown in Fig. 2.2. In the figure, the Fourier spectrum,̂I(kx, ky),

shows a symmetrical distribution of the origin. ThêIF (kx, ky) is the filtered spectrum in

which the zero-frequency component and one of the symmetrical distributions are eliminated.

The center of gravity of the filtered spectrum can be also obtained. There is a problem in the

filtering of the spectrum that we normally cannot determine which non-zero spectrum should

be eliminated. However, even when the eliminated term is incorrect, the sign of the phase

modulation is only inverted. Therefore, if we know the sign of the phase modulation, we can

determine it after the phase unwrapping. After filtering andinverse Fourier transformation the

complex amplitude of the wave front is obtained. From the complex digitalized amplitude,

the phase of the wave front is calculated by the relation

Ψ(x, y) = arctan
Im[O(x, y)]

Re[O(x, y)]
, (2.2)

where Im and Re denote the real and the imaginary parts, respectively. Ψ(x, y) denotes the

estimated phase obtained from the evaluation of the interferogram, and it is a wrapped phase

ranged in the interval from−π to π.

However, a major problem with interferometric techniques that recover phase information
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Figure 2.2: Procedure for calculating the phase from an interferogram:FT Fourier trans-
formation, FT−1 inverse Fourier transformation, theI(x, y) is a fringe pattern
for interferometric data, thêI(kx, ky) shows Fourier spectrum of the fringe pat-
tern, theF (kx, ky) shows the filtering function, thêIF (kx, ky) shows the filtered
spectrum, theW{Φ(x, y)} is the wrapped phase modulation.

is that the reconstructed phase is mathematically limited to the interval(−π, π]. Therefore,

unwrapping process is needed to apply for retrieving the continuous phase form.

2.2.2 Phase extraction for Fourier transform profilometry measurements

Noncontact measurement methods are employed to determine the three-dimensional height

distribution of an object. Several three-dimensional object profilometry methods are con-

cerned with extracting the geometry information from the image of the measured object, such

as Moiré topography [37], phase measurement profilometry [38], Fourier transform profilom-

etry (FTP) [39], and many other methods. These methods all vary in accuracy, the number

of frames required, and the processing time. FTP is considered as one of the most popular

among them. The FTP method is usually implemented as follows: Initially, a Ronchi grating

or a sinusoidal grating is projected onto the object’s surface. Then, a sequence of dynamic

projected zebra-patterned images can be captured by a CCD camera from the other view point.

The projected fringe patterns are deformed or phase modulated by the height distribution of

the object. Then, the deformed fringe pattern images are analyzed or demodulated using a
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fringe analysis algorithm to extract the phase distribution of the fringe patterns. Finally, the

height distribution of the object can be evaluated from the demodulated phase.

The optical geometry of the measurement system for an objectby using the traditional FTP

is as shown in Fig. 2.3(a), in which the optical axes of a projector and a camera lie on the

same plane ony = 0. The camera is focused to the reference plane, where the reference

plane is a virtual plane that serves as a reference from whichthe object height is measured.

The reference plane is located atz = 0. The projector illuminates the sinusoidal pattern

to an object, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3(b). The direction ofthe illuminated light is oblique

to the reference plane. The angle between the camera direction and the illuminated light

direction isθ (wheretan(θ) = d0/l0). When a sinusoidal optical field is projected onto a

three-dimensional object, the images of a projected fringepattern and an object with projected

fringes can be represented by the following equations:

g0(x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) cos[2πf0x+ φ0(x, y)], (2.3)

g(x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) cos[2πf0x+ φ(x, y)], (2.4)

whereg0(x, y) and g(x, y) are the intensity of the images at the(x, y) point, a(x, y) rep-

resents the background illumination,b(x, y) denotes amplitude modulation of the fringes,

b(x, y)/a(x, y) is the fringe contrast,f0 is the spatial-carrier frequency, andφ0(x, y) and

φ(x, y) are the phases of the background zebra pattern and the distorted fringe pattern ob-

served from the camera, respectively. The phase functionφ(x, y) contains the required infor-

mation about the shape measurement of the object, which can be represented as

φ(x, y) = φ0(x, y) + ∆φ(x, y), (2.5)

whereφ0(x, y) is the phase caused by the angle of projection correspondingto the reference

plane, and∆φ(x, y) is the phase caused by the object’s height distribution, where

∆φ(x, y) = 2πf0∆x. (2.6)

The task now is to find the relationship between the extractedphase and the height distribution

using the geometric system. As shown in Fig. 2.3(b), the fringe projected from the projector

reaches the object at pointB and will cross the reference plane at pointA. The relationship
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Figure 2.3: Experimental setup of three-dimensional shape measurement system. (a) geome-
try for the projecting and imaging grating pattern on the object, (b) sketch map
for projected light pattern.
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between the height to be measured,h(x, y), and the shift distance,∆x, by the object on the

reference plane is

h(x, y) =
∆x

tan(θ)

= ∆x
l0
d0

, (2.7)

wherel0 andd0 are distances, as shown in Fig. 2.3(a). From eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), the height

distribution of the object can be presented by the phase shift, ∆φ(x, y), as follows:

h(x, y) =
∆φ(x, y)l0
2πf0d0

. (2.8)

Unfortunately, most fringe analysis techniques produce a so-called “wrapped phase” instead

of the required continuous phase. Consequently, phase unwrapping algorithms are required to

recover the true phase from the wrapped phase.

2.3 Phase unwrapping

Phase unwrapping has been a research area for more than two decades. Hundreds of papers

have been published aimed at solving the phase unwrapping problem. Many phase unwrap-

ping algorithms have been suggested and implemented. The reason for such interest in phase

unwrapping is due to many applications in applied optics that require an unwrapping process.

Many phase unwrapping algorithms has been developed only for data from a particular appli-

cation. There is no universal phase unwrapping algorithm that can solve wrapped phase data

from any application. Moreover, phase unwrapping algorithms are generally a trade off be-

tween accuracy of solution and computational requirements. Even so, the most robust phase

unwrapping algorithm cannot guarantee in giving successful or acceptable unwrapped results

without a good set of weights.

2.3.1 Phase unwrapping definition

Commonly, most of phase unwrapping algorithms are based on one assumption that the true

unwrapped phase data varies slowly enough that neighboringphase differences values are
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within one half cycle (π radian) of each other. If this assumption is true everywherethe

unwrapping process can be applied simply by integrating wrapped phase differences, or gra-

dients, along any path from pixel to pixel throughout the phase data to obtain unwrapped

phase. In one-dimensional phase unwrapping, this process is repeated from first end point

region (first pixel) toward the second end point region (lastpixel); hence, the phase difference

can be calculated as follows:

△Ψi = Ψi −Ψi−1 (2.9)

whereΨi is the wrapped phase at pixeli in phase map. When the phase difference,△Ψi is

larger than a half cycle the wrapped phase is shifted one cycle, so the shifted difference is

again smaller than a half cycle. This shift operation is sameas the wrapping operation used to

obtain the principal value of the true phase. The wrapping operator is defined as follows:

Ψi = W [Φi] ∼= Φi − Int

[
Φi

2π

]
2π (2.10)

where−π < W [Φi] ≤ +π, Φi is the continuous true phase at pixeli in phase map and

Int[.] means a function that returns the nearest integer. The wrapping operatorW [.] could

be modified to specify the corrected gradient phase difference,∇̂Ψi between two successive

pixels in the unwrapping path as:

∇̂Ψi = W [Ψi −Ψi−1] (2.11)

In two-dimensional phase unwrapping, there are paths with loop; it means that the last point

can be considered as the first point. In the absence of discontinuity sources, the unwrapped

result is independent on the unwrapping path; therefore, the unwrapped phase map is con-

sistent. Consider that the path of loop consists ofM points, using Eqs. (2.9)-(2.11) we can

retrieve the true unwrapped phase as follows:

ΦM = Φ0 +

M∑

i=1

∇̂Ψi (2.12)

Thus, by using Eq. (2.12) phase unwrapping will be capable toretrieve the contiguous form of

the phase map. However, in the presence of discontinuities,the path of integration becomes

dependent and just taking any path is not possible anymore. If Eq. (2.12) is used by itself
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Figure 2.4: Elementary path in two-dimensional coordinate for visualizing SP identification:
the white circles denote points at which the phase values aredefined, the thick
arrows denote the direction of the path around the tested SP,the black circle
illustrates the position of the tested SP.

to retrieve the unwrapped phase map, it may result in the addition or subtraction of incorrect

multiples of2π which will then propagate throughout the rest of the phase map. Restrictions

must be used on the unwrapping path in the corrupted areas, which result in the path being

path-dependent. To avoid this situation, corrupted areas,which are singular points (SPs),

must be identified, balanced and isolated using barriers (branch cuts) from the rest of the good

pixels in the phase map. Once SPs are isolated, phase unwrapping will take an independent

path avoiding these branch cuts, thus, retrieving the true phase.

2.3.2 Singular points and branch cuts

A path in the two-dimensional phase map consists of a sequence of horizontal and vertical

segments joining adjacent points. To find SPs, consider a closed path starting in every point

defined by the corners of a2 × 2 square, as shown in Fig. 2.4. In the figure, the circles

denote points at which the wrapped phases are defined. The thick arrows show the direction

of the considered elementary path that surround the tested SP. The filled circle denotes the

position of the tested SP, for simplicity every SP is defined at the center of the loop. The SPs

are marked the start and end of2π discontinuity line. They are identified by summing the

wrapped phase gradient,∇̂Ψi, as follows:

N∑

i=1

∇̂Ψi = 2πS (2.13)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Unwrapping path with the existence of the branch cuts in the phase map: the
thick dashed line denotes the branch cut that connects two ofopposite sign SPs,
the thick arrow shows the direction of unwrapping path; (a) incorrect unwrapping
path, (b) correct unwrapping path.

whereS is the SP residue. The SP is called a positive residue whenS in Eq. (2.13) is+1;

otherwise, it is called a negative residue whenS is−1. While,S = 0 indicates that no residue

exists. In the case of SP is presented, the result of Eq. (2.13) is always a+1 or −1 because

the2× 2 closed path cannot encircle more than one residue[40].

When a closed path includes same number of SPs with positive residues and that ones with

negative residues the integral of phase gradient along the chosen path is equal to zero, thus,

the unwrapping process is carried out successfully. This can be achieved by placing lines

between SPs with opposite signed residues, which are calledbranch cuts. These branch cuts

act as barriers to prevent the unwrapping path to cross them [12–14, 16–18], as shown in

Fig. 2.5 which illustrates the principle of unwrapping around the branch cuts. In Fig. 2.5(a)

the unwrapping path is going thorough the branch cut which has been placed to connects two

SPs in the wrapped phase map. Therefore, errors will propagate and create2π discontinuities

in the unwrapping phase map. On the other hand, Fig. 2.5(b) shows the correct unwrapping

path that avoids the branch cut, consequently, error propagation in the unwrapping solution is

avoided.

Many different kinds of SPs exist in the wrapped phase map caused by phase noise, spatial

under-sampling of phase, object discontinuity, etc. SPs can have one of two forms, of which

dipole SPs or monopole SPs. Dipole SPs are those SPs that exist in pairs of two opposite

residues; meanwhile, monopole is a single SP in which no corresponding opposite residue
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partner is existed in the wrapped phase map [17]. One specifictype of dipole SPs is called

phase noise generated dipole SPs. This is caused by the random fluctuation of phase due to

noise, which results in the wrapped phase gradient exceeding |∇̂Ψ| > π. Each pair of SPs

for this dipole type is often found close to each other (generally one pixel apart). This dipole

type can be easily identified and isolated in the phase map. Anexample of phase noise dipole

SPs is shown in Figs. 2.6(a) and (b). The second type of SP dipoles are dipoles that result

from under-sampling of the phase distribution. These dipoles are generated by the violation

of sampling theorem where the phase is not represented with sufficient spatial resolution to

correctly represent the contiguous phase. This results in spatial under-sampling steps greater

than+π/ − π. This type of SPs dipole is characterized by that these SPs tend to be well

separated when sampling theorem is broken, at which makes them hard to identify as shown

in Fig. 2.6(c).

Another kind of SP dipoles are dipoles caused by object discontinuity. Sometimes wrapped

phase maps contain objects that are discontinuous by nature, such as holes, sharp edges, cracks

or fluids of varying refractive index [13, 41]. These discontinuous objects often generate SP

dipoles that are found on the discontinuity edges. The existence of these SP dipoles depends

on the discontinuity size of the object. If the object discontinuity exceedsπ when wrapped,

this case will cause SPs. This object discontinuity SPs dipole is characterized by that its SPs

tend to be well separated depending on the nature of the discontinuity, which makes them hard

to identify as presented in Fig. 2.6(c).

Basically, SPs appear as pairs of poles of opposite sign. However, some isolated SPs or SPs

of dipoles with long distances, which are called monopoles,may appear near the boundaries

of the phase map because the measurement domain is finite, as shown in Figs. 2.6(d) and (e).

This can lead to that the number of positive SPs and negative ones in the measurement area

are different. Moreover, monopoles spread error throughout the entire measurement area [46].

Therefore, it is needed to balance the number of positive andnegative SPs. One solution is to

append virtual SPs (VSPs) outside the measurement area. Thus, branch cuts will link positive

and negative sources with each other forming dipole pairs, and then the error of monopoles

will be reduced. However, there are several positive and negative SPs in the phase map, hence,

there will be numerous possible branch cuts between them. For any possible set of branch cuts,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 2.6: Schematic figure shows SPs types: (a) one pixel apart dipole SPs generated by
phase noise, (b) dipole SPs generated by phase noise severalpixels apart, (c)
dipole SPs generated by discontinuous objects and under-sampling have the ten-
dency of lying far apart from each other and (d) & (e) are monopole SPs.

the unwrapped phase map is not the same, in spite of this only one unwrapped phase map is

correct. To find the correct set of branch cuts, a criterion has to be set as an evaluation for

the quality of the unwrapped result. For example, Gutmann and Weber [17] used the distance

distribution of SPs inside the whole measurement area to determine branch cuts set.

2.4 Existing phase unwrapping algorithms

In order to solve inconsistencies caused by SPs, many phase unwrapping algorithms have been

proposed in the past. When we focus on the methods that handlethe SPs directly, the phase
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unwrapping algorithms are classified into two types according to the nature of the unwrapped

results, which are path following phase unwrapping methodsand least squares based methods.

These phase unwrapping methods are presented in the following subsections. However, there

is another classification for the existing unwrapping methods that includes the methods which

do not handle the SPs such as denoising methods, we give a brief explanation about these

methods through section 1.2 in chapter 1.

2.4.1 Path following methods

A simple local phase unwrapping methods use independent path integration between the start-

ing point and the end point to retrieve the true unwrapped phase in the absence of SPs in the

wrapped phase map. They are a pixel-to-pixel integration techniques rely on local wrapped

phase values along a chosen path to construct the correct true phase refereed to as unwrapped

phase. Thus, by using Eq. (2.12), these methods are capable of retrieving the contiguous

form of the phase map. However, this is not always the case, due to that the presence of noise

or corrupted areas in the wrapped phase map makes the integration path becomes dependent.

When Eq. (2.12) is used by itself to retrieve the unwrapped phase map, it may result in adding

or subtracting of incorrect multiples of2π, which will then propagate throughout the rest of

the phase map. Therefore, restrictions must be used on the unwrapping path in the corrupted

areas, which result in the path being dependent. To avoid this situation, corrupted areas which

are SPs must be identified, balanced and isolated using branch cuts from the rest of the good

pixels in the phase map. Once SPs are isolated, phase unwrapping will take an independent

path avoiding these branch cuts, thus, retrieving the correct phase data.

Goldstein et al. method

The tree branch cut placement method, which is called Goldstein et al., is one of the earliest

branch cut methods [11]. This method creates trees that connect a number of nearest neighbor

SPs where the net charge of every tree should be zero. Therefore, when this method produces

a tree which is not neutral and is closer to the border than anyneutralizing SP, this tree is

neutralized by connecting it to the nearest border pixel. This method is very fast but it tends to
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.7: Spreading of errors in regular regions due to the Goldstein method handling way
for the singularity regions in the phase map: (a) SPs distribution map, (b) correct
placement of branch cuts, (c) incorrect placement of branchcut lines and phase
errors appear in regular regions.

isolate areas with dense SPs because branch cuts in such areas often close on themselves. The

weakness of this method is the lack of a weighting factor. Furthermore, the choosing wrong

of a single branch cut causes errors propagate over the wholeimage. To explain that consider

Fig. 2.7, this figure presents an example of SPs distributionmap, shown in Fig. 2.7(a), and

the handling way of Goldstein method for these singularity regions in the phase map. When

Goldstein method successfully can place the correct branchcut set between SPs, as shown

in Fig. 2.7(b); the obtained unwrapped phase result does nothave any phase error and these

results are perfect results. This case happen when the S/N ratio is high, thus the number of

SPs is small. However, it is impossible to set the branch cutscorrectly between SPs in the

case of low S/N ratio due to the existence of many SPs, as shownin Fig. 2.7(c); making the

placement process of branch cuts more complicated. Therefore, the unwrapping process can

not carry out correctly, and a lot of phase errors and jumps are found, as shown in Fig. 2.7(c).

Noise-immune phase unwrapping method

The dipole branch cut method [12] uses the nearest neighbor heuristic search to find the near-

est opposite polarity residue for every SP in the phase map. It connects the nearest possible

SPs pair with opposite SPs polarity by a single branch cut, and does the same procedure to

the rest of the SPs until there is no SP not connected by branchcut. In the case of a SP

having the border closer than any balancing SP, the SP is connected by branch cut with the

nearest border pixel, and this border as virtual SP. One disadvantage of this branch cut method
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is that it often ends up with very long branch cuts. Many methods were proposed by using

more sophisticated search strategies, such as improved nearest neighbor, simulated annealing,

minimum-cost matching, stable marriages and reverse simulated annealing, to find the cor-

responding dipoles with the minimum total connection length [13, 14, 17]. An advantage of

these dipole methods over the tree method is that they are less likely to create branch cuts

that isolate noisy regions in the phase map. The major disadvantage of the tree and the dipole

branch cut methods is that they use straight line branch cutswhich leads to unrealistic discon-

tinuities distorting the unwrapped phase map even though they attempt to balance the overall

SP reside in the unwrapped phase map; the example of that situation is given in Fig. 2.7.

Flynn’s minimum weighted discontinuity method

Flynn method [15] suggests that the discontinuities in the unwrapped phase, which are SPs,

must be restricted to areas of noise and true discontinuity in the profile. These discontinuity

areas can often be identified by their low quality. This method works with or without quality

map to find the unwrapped phase surface that is matching to thewrapped phases and whose

discontinuities are minimal in some sense. The elementary operation of this algorithm is to

partition the phase image into two connected regions, then raise the unwrapped phase by2π

in one of the regions and reduce the minimal weighted sum of discontinuities. This is done

repeatedly until no suitable partitions exist. The operations are found by creating paths that

follow discontinuity curves and extending them to form complete partitions. The algorithm

terminates these iteration processes when no path can be extended. The major disadvantage

of Flynn method is that it required too high computational time cost since it use iteration

process during found its unwrapped results by minimize the weighted sum of discontinuity

magnitudes. Furthermore, if too many of the weights are high, this method may make poor

SP pairing due to low weight paths connecting the SPs are not available. This is similar case as

Goldstein method when it tries to place branch cuts for wrapped phase data has high number

of SPs; therefore possibility of correct placement is poor and a lot of phase errors will appear

in its unwrapped results, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7.
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2.4.2 Least squares based methods

Least squares based methods are completely different than path following methods. These

methods in general minimize up to a certain degree the difference between the gradients of the

wrapped and the gradient of the unwrapped solution in bothx andy direction. This problem

is considered to be described by a solution of the partial differential equation (PDE) [24] by

appending symmetrical images outside the original image, and taking the Neumann condition

as a boundary condition [23, 24, 42]. Then Fourier transform(FT) or discrete cosine transform

(DCT) is applied to facilitate faster computation [23, 25].However, these methods do still

indirectly deal with the SP problem because their solution is obtained by integrating over the

SPs to minimize the gradient differences [10]. The unwrapped phase maps do not contain

any continuous phase gaps, which had commonly appeared in the path following methods.

The path dependency, which is considered as error or consequence of the inconsistencies,

is spread throughout the whole domain in order to avoid any large localized errors [10, 16].

The distributed error in the unwrapped result is consideredacceptable if it is smaller than the

noise level of the wrapped noisy data in the measurement. However, the magnitude of error

depends on distribution of the SPs that appear around inconsistent phase jumping segments.

These methods that using least squares technique have the advantage that they are more noise

tolerant and they achieve the global smoothness of the unwrapped solution.

Unweighted least squares method

The unweighted least squares method [25] minimizes the difference between the phase gradi-

ent estimate (unwrapped phase) and the true gradient in the least square sense,

ε2 =

M−2∑

i=0

N−1∑

j=0

∣∣∣Φi+1,j − Φi,j − ∇̂Ψx
i,j

∣∣∣
2

+

M−1∑

i=0

N−2∑

j=0

∣∣∣Φi,j+1 − Φi,j − ∇̂Ψy
i,j

∣∣∣
2

(2.14)

Therefore, the solution that minimizes the difference shown in Eq. (2.14) is the unweighted

least squares solution. This equation can be modified to the form presented as follows:

Φi+1,j + Φi−1,j + Φi,j+1 + Φi,j−1 − 4Φi,j = ∇̂Ψx
i,j − ∇̂Ψx

i−1,j + ∇̂Ψy
i,j − ∇̂Ψy

i,j−1 (2.15)
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Equation (2.15) can be further modified [10] to the followingpartial differential equations in

a form as illustrates:

(Φi+1,j − 2Φi,j + Φi−1,j) + (Φi,j+1 − 2Φi,j + Φi,j−1) = ρi,j (2.16)

whereρi,j = (∇̂Ψx
i,j − ∇̂Ψx

i−1,j) + (∇̂Ψy
i,j − ∇̂Ψy

i,j−1).

Equation (2.16) is a discretization of Poisson’s equation on a rectangular grid as

∂2

∂x2
Φ(x, y) +

∂2

∂y2
Φ(x, y) = ρ(x, y) (2.17)

Equation (2.16) can be transformed into matrix vector form to transform the problem into a

linear system as

QΦ = ρ (2.18)

whereQ is a matrix that performs the discrete Laplacian operation on the vectorΦ shown on

the left hand side of Eq. (2.16),Φ is a column vector containing the unwrapped phase values

which is the solution andρ a column vector containing the discrete Laplacian operation on the

wrapped phase differences as shown in Eq. (2.16).

The unweighted least squares method is well defined mathematically. However, this method

generates a very large number of linear equations to be solved equivalent to the total number

of pixels in the phase map. There are many methods developed to solve the linear system in

Eq. (2.18). In essence, such methods are directly based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) or

DCT or the unweighted multi-grid algorithm by Ghigilia [25].

Weighted least squares method

The weighted least squares method requires weights to achieve better results than the un-

weighted counterpart. These weights are user defined weights generated from quality-maps

used to isolate corrupted areas with SPs by masking them out of the wrapped phase data to

diminish their effect on the unwrapped solution. The weighted least-squares method is a mod-

ification of the unweighted one where Eq. (2.14) is modified tothe equation presented in Eq.

(2.19) [25]:

ε2 =
M−2∑

i=0

N−1∑

j=0

wx
i,j

∣∣∣Φi+1,j − Φi,j − ∇̂Ψx
i,j

∣∣∣
2

+
M−1∑

i=0

N−2∑

j=0

wy
i,j

∣∣∣Φi,j+1 − Φi,j − ∇̂Ψy
i,j

∣∣∣
2

(2.19)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Spreading of errors in regular regions due to the LS-DCT method handling way
for the singularity regions in the phase map: (a) SPs distribution map, (b) phase
errors appear in regular regions.

where weights are defined as following:

wx
i,j = min(w2

i+1,j, w
2
i,j), w

y
i,j = min(w2

i,j+1, w
2
i,j) (2.20)

where0 ≤ wx
i,j, w

y
i,j ≤ 1. The weights are squared because of the matrix operation(W TW )

of the weighted least squares method. A drawback with these methods is the case that if

some SPs are not masked out, they will cause the unwrapped phase to be severely corrupted

depending on the density of these unmasked SPs. The most famous name is mentioned to

least squares method is least-square method by using discrete cosine transform (LS-DCT).

The natural of LS-DCT method is to spread the singularity of SPs to the whole domain of the

measured phase data including regular regions that have no SPs. It means that phase errors

occurred due to SPs are also propagated to regular region. Therefore the unwrapped results

obtained by LS-DCT method has phase errors with unique density; an example of this case is

given in Fig. 2.8. In the figure, SPs distribution map is shownin Fig. 2.8(a); the distribution of

the phase errors appears in the measured domain due to the handling way of LS-DCT method

for singularity regions of this example is presented in Fig.2.8(b). These phase errors are

different from those error produce due to handling way of Goldstein for the same singularity

regions, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7(c).

Singularity spreading phase unwrapping algorithm

Singularity spreading phase unwrapping method (SSPU) [43]is classified into methods that is

based on least squares approach. The basic idea of this algorithm depends on the characteristic
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of the singularity spreading phase unwrapping: (a) singular point, (b)
compensator, (c) spread singularity.

properties of the distribution of SPs. When a SP in a phase mapis found, the amplitude at this

point and in its vicinity is almost zero. This phenomenon is consistent with the fact that the

amplitude should be zero when the phase is indeterminate. Furthermore, most of the SPs are

found to be local±2π pairs. The phase data around these SPs is distorted and has incorrect

value because the amplitude and phase in the SP vicinities are continuously affected by the

interference of propagated electromagnetic wave. Therefore, the SPs should be compensated

in a continuous manner with its vicinity instead of discrete2π phase shift. In SSPU algorithm,

compensators are not added only to the pixel values at the SPsbut also those at around the SPs

[43]. Continuous-valued compensators diffuse and spread the singularity in the phase image.

The final distribution of the compensators is determined by the SP distribution.

Based on the aforementioned basic idea, Fig. 2.9 shows a schematic diagram of the SSPU

algorithm. Figure 2.9 (a) shows the accumulation of wrappedphase difference,R(x, y) at

position(x, y) in the wrapped phase image which is defined as follows:

R(x, y) ≡ 1

2π
{W [Ψ(x+ 1, y)−Ψ(x, y)] +W [Ψ(x+ 1, y + 1)−Ψ(x+ 1, y)]

−W [Ψ(x+ 1, y + 1)−Ψ(x, y + 1)]−W [Ψ(x, y + 1)−Ψ(x, y)]} (2.21)

whereΨ(x, y) denotes observed wrapped phase value, andW [.] means the principal value

within (−π, π]. At an SP,R(x, y) 6= 0. Then, spread around and attenuate the phase incon-

sistency by adding fractions of inverse rotation to respective four phase derivatives around the

SP as shown in Fig. 2.9(b) and (c). Repeat the same treatment over the whole image. AfterL

times iterations of this process over the image, it can be obtained accumulative compensators

in x andy directions. Then, the phase data can be unwrapped simply by summing the phase
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: Spreading of errors in regular regions due to the SSPU methodhandling way
for the singularity regions in the phase map: (a) SPs distribution map, (b) phase
errors appear in regular regions.

differences between the neighboring pixels. SSPU algorithm has an advantage to obtain con-

tinuous phase unwrapping; however, it has drawbacks. Firstly, actual phase gap such as a cliff

in geographical map is also spread. In addition, it requireslarge computational time to obtain

a suitable result. When the maximum residue value after the spreading process is not negligi-

ble value, means not very small, it is needed to repeat many times of processes. Figure 2.10

gives an example of SPs distribution map and the handling wayof SSPU method to regulized

the singularity regions in the measured domain and also illustrates the phase errors appears as

a result of this handling way. SSPU method has the same properties of LS-DCT method for

spreading SPs’ singularities. However, the phase errors produced due to these singularities

spreading for SSPU method are different in the spreading wayand amplitude than LS-DCT

method does, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8(b). Meanwhile, phase errors appear from singularity

spreading of SSPU method are decrease at the regions that arefar from SPs positions, as

shown in Fig. 2.10(b).

2.5 Conclusions

This chapter has presented a background about the phase extraction and unwrapping pro-

cesses. Regards phase extraction process, famous techniques used for this purpose are given

and illustrated. A definition of the phase unwrapping process is also presented, with a re-

view of some of the existing phase unwrapping algorithms. The problems that face many

phase unwrapping algorithms have been briefly described. The major problem for all phase
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unwrapping algorithms is the SPs problem and their effects on the unwrapping process.

In summary, it is obvious that phase unwrapping has faced great challenges especially when

the data contains discontinuous and contiguous features atthe same time. There is clearly a

need for further investigation with particular emphasis tosolve this problem even though less

complex featured data rely extensively on weights to produce acceptable results. In essence,

the following chapters are designed to address these issues, with the ultimate goal of improv-

ing the generality and accuracy methods.
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Chapter 3

Phase unwrapping algorithm by using
rotational compensator

3.1 Introduction

The process of phase unwrapping for an image obtained by interferometer, which is noisy

image data, may face difficulties. Traditional phase unwrapping algorithms used to estimate

two-dimensional phase distribution include much estimation error due to effect of SPs. This

chapter introduces an accurate phase unwrapping algorithmbased on three techniques. The

developed algorithm computes the compensator values through superposing the effect of each

SP by adding an integral of isotropic singular function along any loops. The unwrapped phase

result demonstrates that the accuracy is improved by using this developed algorithm compared

with past methods based on the least squares approach.

3.2 Rotational compensator phase unwrapping method

In this chapter, we present the rotational compensator phase unwrapping method [46] to com-

pensate the inconsistencies, and to decrease the effect of each one with increase of distance

from SPs. The unwrapped result of this method is similar to that of the methods based

on the least square methods; i.e., the rewrapped result is not identical to the original phase

map. However, the unwrapping is carried out along successive pixels as similar to the path-

following methods. The algorithm is based on a combination of three approaches, which are

rotational compensator (RC), unconstrained singular point positioning (USP), and virtual sin-

gular points (VSP). The RC method evaluates the compensatordirectly without any iteration

process. However, the accuracy is not much improved by only the RC technique itself. The

other two USP and VSP are additional approaches to improve the accuracy. The purpose of
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USP approach is to confine the effect of compensator to smaller region and to determine the

dipole pairs. While, the VSP technique is used to locate SPs outside the measured area in

which wrapped phase is obtained, these SPs have opposite polarities of the corresponding SPs

in the measured area.

3.2.1 Rotational compensator technique

As described in section 2.3, the wrapped phase distribution, Ψ, is defined at discrete points

called pixels. It is a real valued distribution between(−π, π] radians as the principal value

of an unrestricted phase. Phase unwrapping process is normally carried out by comparing

adjoining pixels. If the true phase distribution is continuous and the difference between the

phase of adjoining pixels does not exceed a half cycle, this condition is considered as sampling

theorem. When the difference is larger than a half cycle, thewrapped phase is shifted one

cycle so that the shifted difference is again smaller than a half cycle. This shift operation is

same as the wrapping operation used to obtain the principal value of the unrestricted phase

Φ, as given in Eq. (2.10). The difference vector between adjoining pixels is defined using the

wrapping operatorW [.] as follows:

g(r, r′) , W{Φ(r′)− Φ(r)}ŝ(r′ − r) (3.1)

wherer, r′, andŝ show position of the pixel of interest, position of the adjoining pixel, and

unit vector of directionr′ − r, respectively. If the pixels satisfy the sampling theorem,and

the integral of the phase difference is independent of choice of the path, hence, the integral of

g along a closed pathc is zero:
∮

c

g · ŝdl = 0 (3.2)

In contrast, when some pixels violate the sampling theorem,the integral can take a non-zero

value:
∮

c

g · ŝ dl = 2π
∑

k

mk = 2πK, mk ∈ {−1, 0, 1} (3.3)

where the right-hand side,K, corresponds to a sum of the number of that not satisfying the

sampling theorem, andmk is residue.
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Yamaki and Hirose proposed the idea of introducing a compensator to cancel the singular-

ity [43], which is briefly described in section 2.4.2 as SSPU method. The computations of

compensator in SSPU method are dependent on iteration process, in contrast, the RC method

computes the compensators directly without any iteration.According to Helmholtz’s theorem

[44], any vector is represented by sum of two kinds of vectors; i.e., an irrotational vector that

is a gradient of some scalar potential, and a rotational vector that is a rotation of a vector po-

tential. Since the unwrapped phaseΦ must be a scalar field, the difference vectorg in Eq. (3.1)

satisfies following equation:

g = ∇Φ +∇×A (3.4)

Applying Stokes’ theorem to an integral of the rotation of the above equation over a domain

enclosed by a pathc, the following relation can be obtained:
∮

c

g · ŝ dl =

∮

c

∇×A · ŝdl (3.5)

(3.6)

Comparing this equation with Eq. (3.3), it can be found that the source of the singularity is

the rotation ofA:
∮

c

∇×A · ŝ dl = 2π
∑

k

mk (3.7)

Since this relation is satisfied even for any elementary loop, the vector potential is considered

as the superposed result of each vector potential corresponding to each SP:

A =
∑

k

Ak (3.8)

Rearranging Eqs. (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8), the difference of unwrapped phase between two points

can be obtained as follows:

Φ(r)− Φ(r0) =

∫
r

r0

∇Φ · ŝdl =

∫
r

r0

(
g −

∑

k

∇×Ak

)
· ŝdl (3.9)

This equation shows that the singularity of the wrapped difference vectorg is compensated

by the rotation of vector potentialAk. Thus, the integral of rotation ofAk is referred as the

rotational compensator (RC).
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In order to evaluate each RC, let’s consider the cylindricalcoordinate of(R, θ, z), where the

k-th SP is located at the origin. Each vector potential satisfies the following relation:
∮

c

∇×Ak · ŝ dl = 2πmk (3.10)

Each source of singularity has an axial symmetry where everycomponent of the vectorAk is

represented only in terms of a function of radial distanceR asAk = (aR(R), aθ(R), az(R)).

Furthermore, thez-component of the unit tangential vectorŝ is zero. Therefore, the integrand

is reduced as follows:

∇×Ak · ŝ =
∂az
∂R

eR×ez · ŝ = −∂az
∂R

eR · n̂, (3.11)

whereeR andez are unit vectors forR-axis andz-axis, respectively, and̂n denotes the out-

ward normal unit vector to the path (n̂ = ŝ×ez). Since the integrand in the left-hand side

in Eq. (3.10) is a regular function except at the origin, the integral path can be modified to an

arbitrary path that surrounds the origin. In the case where the path is taken as a circular path

with radiusR, sincen̂ is identical toeR, the left-hand side of Eq. (3.10) is readily obtained as

−2πR(∂az/∂R). Therefore, the partial derivative is represented as

∂az
∂R

= −mk

R
. (3.12)

Consequently, the integral along an arbitrary closed path expressed in Eq. (3.10) is rewritten

as
∮

c

∇×Ak · ŝdl =

∮

c

mk

R
eR · n̂dl (3.13)

(3.14)

The integral along a segment of which ends arer1 andr2 is evaluated by taking the closed

pathc as shown in Fig. 3.1. Since there is no SP in the domain surrounded by the closed path

r1, r2, r∆1
, andr∆2

, the integral along the closed path vanishes. Each of the integrals along

the two straight lines also vanishes because the normal unitvector is perpendicular to theeR.

Thus, the compensator for the SP that is the integral along the segment may be estimated from

the integral along the semicircle as follows:

Ck(r1, r2) , −
∫

r2

r1

∇×Ak · ŝ dl = −
∫

r2

r1

mk

R
eR · n̂dl

=

∫
r∆2

r∆1

mk

R
eR · n̂ dl =

∫ θ2,sk

θ1,sk

mk

∆
eR · (−eR)∆dθ

= −mk

(
θ2sk − θ1sk

)
(3.15)
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θ1

rs

r1

r2

r∆2

r∆1

θ2

c

k

sk

sk

Figure 3.1: Configuration to compute the rotational compensator

whereθ denotes the unbounded azimuthal angle from thex-axis and alsoθ2sk > θ1sk , and∆

is the distance between the pointsr∆1
andr∆2

.

Taking ther1 andr2 in Eq. (3.15) as the adjoining pixelsr andr′, respectively, the wrapped

phase can be unwrapped by applying the wrapped difference vector g and the compensators

Ck as follows:

Φ(r′) = Φ(r) + g(r, r′) · ŝ(r′ − r) +
∑

k

Ck(r, r
′). (3.16)

The compensator of a SP spreads throughout the whole measurement area. It shares a similar

nature with the methods based on the least square approach, in which the effect of SPs also

spread [10]. However, it is found that the compensator decreases with increasingR because

the distance betweenr′ andr is always kept constant at one pixel width. This characteristic is

similar to path-following methods, in which the effect of a SP is confined into the region that

surrounds the branch cut.

3.2.2 Unconstrained singular point positioning

The RC can remove the inconsistency by canceling the singularity effect. However, it intro-

duces an undesired distortion of phase in wide area. In orderto limit the distorted area in

the narrower region around SP, unconstrained singular point positioning technique (USP) is

proposed.
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The RC,Ck, defined in Eq. (3.15) cancels a singularity of single SP. Theeffect of this single

SP can be considered as a monopole, which is proportional to the reciprocal of the distance

R:

Emonopole = − 1

R
eR. (3.17)

If there is another SP with opposite sign is located near the original one; this case corresponds

to a dipole. The effect of the dipole in two-dimensional space is evaluated as follows:

Edipole = − 1

R2
(2(d · eR)eR − d) , (3.18)

whered is the difference vector from the negative SP to the positiveSP, and the origin is taken

at the center of the two SPs. The decay of the effect induced bySP dipole is faster than that by

monopole SP. It is known that the distance of the nearest SP with an opposite sign is shorter

than that with a same sign from an analysis of an actual noisy experimental wrapped phase

[14]. Therefore, if every SP belongs to a dipole, the effect of compensator is|d|/R times

smaller than that of a single compensator, and it means the effect is confined in a local region

around the dipole.

SP is generally positioned at the center point of an elementary path that consists of four pixels

aligned with square shape, and the minimum|d| is limited to the pixel size. If the accurate

position of each SP is obtained, and if the distance of the dipole is closer than the pixel size,

the effect of compensator is limited to a narrower region.

It is found from Eq. (3.15) that the compensator of a segment is represented as the difference

of the azimuthal angle between the ends of the segment. This means that the following model

of wrapped phase maps with singularities can be considered:

Φ(r) = W{mθ(r, rs) + φ̄+ δφ(r)}, (m ∈ {−1,+1}), (3.19)

whereφ̄ and δφ(r) are a phase average and a non-singular phase fluctuation, respectively.

Let’s consider the following wrapped difference between adjacent pixels:

∆ , W{W{Φ′ − Φ} −m(θ′ − θ)}, (3.20)

in which the main feature means quantities at adjacent pixels. Substituting Eq. (3.19) to the

difference and applying a characteristic of wrapping operator asW{W{Ψ}} ≡ W{Ψ}, the
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∆θ0
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∆Φ0

∆Φ1

∆Φ2

∆Φ3

Figure 3.2: Elementary path including an unconstrained singular point: The∆θl means the
facing angle of the side with the endsrl andrl+1. The∆Φl means the difference
of the wrapped phases.

wrapped difference can be reduced to:

∆ = W{δφ′ − δφ}. (3.21)

This relation suggests that a minimum solution of|∆| is equivalent to a solution minimizing

|W{δφ′ − δφ}|, hence, it can be assumed that the unknown phase fluctuationδφ is small.

therefore, the problem to determiners is reduced to how can find the solution with minimized

|∆| in Eq. (3.20). Thus, the problem is defined by means of a nonlinear least square problem

as follows:

minimize
3∑

l=0

∆2 =
3∑

l=0

(
W{W{∆Φl} −m∆θl(rs)}

)2
, (3.22)

∆Φl , Φl+1 − Φl, Φ4 = Φ0, (3.23)

∆θl , θl+1(rs)− θl(rs) > 0, θ4 = θ0 + 2π, (3.24)

wherel denotes the identifier of a segment or a pixel in an elementaryloop shown in Fig. 3.2,

andl ∈ {0, ..., 3}. Because this nonlinear minimization problem is difficult to solve analyti-

cally, a numerical method based on a genetic algorithm [45] is applied.

The developed algorithm (RC) spreads singularities effectof each SP throughout the whole

measurement area includes the regular regions that do not have any SPs similar as LS-DCT

method [25] and SSPU method [43]. However, LS-DCT method spreads the singularity in the

regular regions with same amplitude of phase errors, as shown in Fig. 2.8(b); whilst the phase
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Spreading of errors in regular regions due to the RC method handling way for the
singularity regions in the phase map: (a) SPs distribution map, (b) phase errors
appear in regular regions.

errors produce due to the using of SSPU method is decreased atthe regions that are far from

SPs positions, as illustrated in Fig. 2.10(b), however, these errors are big enough to affect the

accuracy of SSPU method during producing its unwrapped phase results. Meanwhile, the RC

method has the merit that the phase error for adjacent SPs dipoles is reduced than that errors

of SSPU method. This is due to that the RC method uses USP technique to determine the SPs

positions, hence, the distance between these dipoles becomes shorter and the effect of their

singularities will be small than that effect produced in SSPU method. Figure 3.3 presents

the errors appear in the regular regions of the phase map due to the handling way of the RC

method for singularity regions. The example of SPs distribution map is shown in Fig. 3.3(a),

while Fig. 3.3(b) illustrates the phase error locations.

3.2.3 Virtual singular points

Since the measurement area is finite, there are some isolatedor split-dipoles SPs with long

distances. The isolated SPs spread error throughout the entire measurement area. When

virtual SPs (VSPs) having an opposite sign of the isolated SPs outside the area is found, the

VSPs and the isolated SPs make dipoles, and then the error maybe reduced. In the case where

the isolated SP is located near the border of the area, the virtual SP is put at the symmetrical

point to the border outside the area so that the center of the dipole is located just on the border.

To find isolated SPs near the border, the following approach is attempted; schematic example

is shown in Fig. 3.4.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.4: Determination of dipole pairs: (a) definition of the virtualSP candidates, each
dashed arrow shows the correspondence between original andvirtual SP; (b)
search nearest SP and pairing in the first iteration: each arrow shows the nearest
opposite-signed SP, the SPs encircled are paired as dipoles, the checked virtual
candidate is removed from the list of candidates in subsequent steps; (c) the sec-
ond iteration: SPs enclosed with dashed ellipse have been already paired; (d)
elimination of removable virtual SP pairs.
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(1) Preparation:

Mark all SPs as ‘isolated’.

For each SP, locate the symmetrical point to the nearest border point. The symmetrical

point is defined and marked as a VSP candidate with opposite sign. The VSP candidates

are shown as the end of arrow in Fig. 3.4 (a).

(2) Find the nearest SP:

For every SP with the mark ‘isolated’, find the nearest SP withopposite sign among SPs

marked as ‘isolated’, also including the VSP candidate corresponding to the original SP.

(3) Virtual SP determination:

If the nearest SP is the VSP candidate, the original SP is marked as ‘dipole with virtual’,

and the VSP candidate is marked as ‘virtual’. The pair of themis shown as an encircled

pair with single headed arrow shown in Fig. 3.4 (b). In the figure the VSP candidates

with checked symbol are eliminated in subsequent steps.

(4) Dipole determination:

For each positive SP with the mark ‘isolated’, if the nearestnegative SP has no other

positive SP that is closer than the original one, then both ofthe SPs are marked as

‘internal dipole’. The pair of them is depicted as an encircled pair with double headed

arrow, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (b). The virtual candidates corresponding to these SPs are

removed from the virtual candidates list.

(5) Repeating:

Repeat procedures from (2) to (4), until no more SPs marked with ‘isolated’ are found.

After this step, all SPs are marked as ‘internal dipole’, ‘dipole with virtual’, or ‘virtual’.

See Fig. 3.4 (c).

(6) Elimination of removable VSP pair:

For each SP that marked ‘dipole with virtual’, if the nearestopposite signed SP within

the SPs located inside the border is also marked as ‘dipole with virtual’, let us examine

whether this pair can become a new pair. If the twice distanceof the new pair is shorter

than the sum of the distances between the SP and the current partner with the mark

‘virtual’, the total branch cut length is shorter than the current pairs. In this case, the

new pair is coupled and the old partners ‘virtual’ are removed; as shown in Fig. 3.4 (d).
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3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Simulated phase data

True phase in experimental result is unknown. Hence, to examine characteristics of unwrap-

ping methods, a wrapped phase map that is a result from a knownunwrapped phase map is

used instead of a wrapped phase map obtained by an experiment. The prepared original con-

tinuous phase map is a noisy phase map with constant gradient; the image size is100 × 100

pixel2, the gradient is(0.1,−0.1) cycle/pixel, and the noise has a normal distribution with0.15

cycle standard deviation. The true phase map is shown in Fig.3.5(a) together with its wrapped

phase. In this wrapped phase the numbers of positive and negative SPs are 453 and 456, re-

spectively, overall comprising almost 9% of number of all pixels. It should be noted that there

are 3 unbalanced SPs which cannot make pairs even when coupling with longer distance is

permitted. The distances of some USP dipoles are shorter than those of the original dipoles

which consist of the constrained SPs. The distribution of distances between each positive SP

and its nearest negative SP is shown in Fig. 3.6. From the distribution of the constrained SPs

that are located in center of elementary loops, it is found that most of the distances are con-

centrated at 1 or
√
2. In contrast, the average distance of USPs is significantly shorter than

that of constrained SPs. This suggests that the effect of compensator with the use of USP is

confined in a narrower region than with constrained SP positioning.

In order to compare the characteristics, several algorithms are applied, which are Goldstein’s

path-following method [11], LS-DCT [25], SSPU [43], and theRC algorithm. Some results

of the unwrapped phase maps together with their rewrapped phases are shown in Fig. 3.5(b)-

(d). It can be noticed that some continuous phase gaps are found in the unwrapped phase map

obtained by the Goldstein’s method shown in Fig. 3.5(b). Although the unwrapped phase maps

by both LS-DCT and RC methods shown in Fig. 3.5(c) and (d) haveno phase gap, a smaller

number of stripes in their rewrapped phase results than the original wrapped phase is found.

This indicates that the gradient of unwrapped phase was underestimated. To demonstrate a

quantitative comparison, gradients of the unwrapped phasemaps are shown in table 3.1. In

the table, the gradients are obtained by fitting to a planar function; i.e.,φ̃(r) = ∇φ̃ · r + φ̃0,

andσ denotes the mean residual that is defined as a square root of a mean square residual from
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.5: Unwrapped and rewrapped phase map of simulated phase data has noise with
σ = 0.15 cycle: In each figure, the left-hand side figure shows original or un-
wrapped phase map where phase increases with increasing of brightness, and
the right-hand side figure shows wrapped or rewrapped phase map. (a) original
phase map, (b) Goldstein’s path-following method, (c) least squares method with
DCT, (d) RC method.
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Figure 3.6: Frequency histogram for distance from a positive SP to the nearest negative SP.

φ̃. Even in original data, theσ is not equal to zero because the original data contains the noise

with the given standard deviation. The errors of gradient and mean residual,∆
(
∇φ̃
)

and∆σ,

are estimated as the normalized difference between the unwrapped result and the original one,

where the normalizing factor is the reciprocal of original one. From the table it is found that

the gradients are underestimated by all of the algorithms. The best result in terms of∆
(
∇φ̃
)

and∆σ is found for the unwrapped phase result obtained by RC methodin which all of the

approaches are applied: the rotational compensator, the unconstrained SP, and the virtual SP.

Goldstein’s method has a large∆σ. The reason of this is evident from the unwrapped image

shown in Fig. 3.5(b); there is a continuous set of gaps. From the comparison in table 3.1 for

the unwrapped results obtained by LS-DCT and SSPU methods, it is found that the errors of

them are nearly same. In these methods, the inconsistenciesby SPs are canceled; however,

imbalance of the number of positive and negative SPs is not considered.

From a comparison among the last four rows in table 3.1, it seems that the virtual SP approach

is more effective to improve the accuracy of the gradient, and the unconstrained SP positioning

is more effective to reduce the error of the mean residual. These results can be explained by

the nature of each approach. The error of the gradient shows global error, while the mean

residual shows local error from the global distribution of the unwrapped phase. If isolated

SPs that are not SPs containing dipoles are found in the measured area, the compensator

affects the entire area, which should otherwise be confined into a local area. Since the virtual

SPs are applied to avoid the existence of such isolated SPs, the global error of is reduced.
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Algorithm Gradient (∇φ̃) ∆
(
∇φ̃
)

[%] σ ∆σ [%]

Original (0.1000 , –0.1000) ( — , — ) 0.149 —
Goldstein (0.0892 , –0.0826) (–10.8 , –17.4) 0.425 +184.9
LS-DCT (0.0742 , –0.0731) (–25.8 , –27.0) 0.179 +20.0
SSPU (0.0743 , –0.0730) (–25.7 , –27.0) 0.178 +19.7
RC(only) (0.0816 , –0.0722) (–18.4 , –27.9) 0.182 +21.7
RC(USP) (0.0860 , –0.0756) (–14.1 , –24.5) 0.173 +15.9
RC(VSP) (0.0866 , –0.0860) (–13.4 , –14.0) 0.186 +24.5
RC(USP+VSP) (0.0908 , –0.0894) ( –9.2 , –10.6) 0.168 +12.3

Table 3.1: Accuracy comparison among algorithms by planar function fitting for the simu-
lated phase data with0.1 [cycle/pixel] constant gradient and has noise with0.15
[cycle] standard deviation. ’RC(only)’ represents the case when the unwrapped
result is obtained by using RC technique only; ’RC(USP)’ in the case of using
RC and USP techniques; ’RC(VSP)’ when uses RC and VSP techniques; while
’RC(USP+VSP)’ represents the case when using all technique(RC, USP, VSP) to
obtain the unwrapped result.

On the other hand, since it is found that the unconstrained SPpositioning can make dipoles

with shorter range, as shown in Fig. 3.6, the compensator to remove the dipole affects only a

narrower region. These observations can be confirmed from the visualized images shown in

Fig. 3.7. This figure shows the unwrapped results with contour lines for the for cases of using

these techniques; where Figs. 3.7(a), (b), (c), and (d) present the unwrapped results obtained

when use RC technique only, RC technique with using USP approach only, RC technique

with using VSP approach only, and RC technique with using both USP and VSP approaches,

respectively. by count the number of contour lines in each unwrapped result and compare this

with the number of stirp line in the wrapped phase data shown in Figs. 3.5(a). It can be found

that, when use RC technique only the number of contours is14 line; while it is15 lines when

use RC technique with using USP approach only. In the case of using RC technique with

using VSP approach only, the number of lines is16, and it is17 when use all approaches (RC,

USP, VSP). Meanwhile, the number of stirps in the wrapped data is20 line It can be inferred

from above discussion, that by using the all approaches the developed RC algorithm has good

accuracy but still under-estimation.

We consider the following two reasons why the developed RC method with all the approaches
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.7: Unwrapped phase results with contour lines for simulated noisy data with0.15
cycle standard deviation, obtained when uses: (a) RC technique only, (b) RC tech-
nique with using USP approach only, (c) RC technique with using VSP approach
only, (d) RC technique with using both USP and VSP approaches.

still has some error. The first is the position of the VSP; due to there is no empirical basis to

put the VSP at a symmetrical point to the nearest border. Evenif the position of a VSP differs

slightly from the true SP outside the region, the VSP still makes a dipole; therefore, the effect

to the global error corresponding to the error of the gradient may be small. A more significant

source of error in terms of VSP is induced by incorrect coupling through the method shown

in section 3.2.3. If the detected isolated SPs are incorrect, the position of each VSP is taken

at a more distant point from the true SP, and then it can inducethe global error. The second

source is the model to determine the wrapped phase shown in Eq. (3.19). If the fluctuationδφ

is not sufficiently small, the approach to determine the USP is not suitable. This may affect to

the local error corresponding to the error of the mean residual.

Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of required computational time for the LS-DCT and the RC

methods to obtain their unwrapped phase results. In the method based on the RC the computa-

tional time is almost proportional toN4 with N > 200, whereN denotes the one-dimensional
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Figure 3.8: Computational time: The horizontal axisN denotes one-dimensional area size
in pixels. The computational time is measured with a PC including CPU of Intel
Core 2 DUO (TM) with 2.13GHz clock in a single CPU operation mode.

area size in units of pixels; this trend is reasonable. In these cases, when the overhead to the

main computation is negligible, most of time is elapsed in evaluations of compensation. The

amount of evaluation time is proportional to both the numberof SPs and the number of the

segments of path to be compensated. Since both are proportional to the area size (∝ N2),

the total evaluation time is proportional toN4. In contrast, the computational time increases

with N3 in the method using LS-DCT. In this computation, a simple algorithm not a fast

Fourier transform is used, but a two-dimensional buffer is used. Through the use of the buffer,

the computational time of two-dimensional cosine transforms needs onlyN3 multiplications.

Thus, the method based on the RC is more time-consuming than that of LS-DCT.

3.3.2 Unwrapping for interferogram data

In order to demonstrate validity of the developed RC method to the actual experimental data,

we applied the method to measuring the phase shift in candle flames. The result is shown

in Fig. 3.9. The fringe shown in Fig. 3.9(a) is obtained by a Mach-Zehnder interferometer

with existing of the candle flame. The fringe pattern is a superposed result of object light

passing through the candle flame upon the reference light. The SP distribution map is shown

in Fig. 3.9(c), where the S/N is low in fringe patterns. The difference between the simulation
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data in the previous section and the experimental data is found in this distribution. The amount

of SPs in all pixels within the image size256 × 170 pixel2, reaches around6% for all pixels.

The unwrapped results obtained by the LS-DCT [25] and developed RC methods are shown

in Fig. 3.9(d) and (f), respectively. To evaluate the characteristics of the phase unwrapping

methods, the rewrapped phases for the studied algorithms are also shown in Fig. 3.9(e) and

(g). From a comparison between the original wrapped phase, shown in Fig. 3.9(b), and the

rewrapped phase results obtained by each algorithm, we can find that the number of stripes in

rewrapped results of the studied methods is less than that inwrapped phase data. However,

the results of the RC method has the nearest number of stripesto the wrapped data, which

shows the highest accuracy.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

Figure 3.9: Unwrapped phase of fringe by Mach-Zehnder interferometer for candle flame:
(a) fringe pattern obtained with existence of flame, (b) wrapped phase map ob-
tained by Fourier domain method, (c) SPs distributions, (positive and negative
SPs are represented by white and black dots, respectively),(d) & (e) unwrapped
and rewrapped phases map obtained by LS-DCT method, (f) & (g)unwrapped
and rewrapped phases map obtained by the developed RC method.
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3.4 Conclusions

The developed phase unwrapping using rotational compensator method has been proposed for

noisy phase data. This method is based on a combination of three approaches; RC, USP, and

VSP. The RC acts to compensate the singularity of each SP for all unwrapping paths. The

USP technique provides freedom to adjust SP positioning in order to improve accuracy of

compensation. Since it can make some dipoles that have shorter distances than the pixel size,

the undesired, longer effect of compensator is suppressed.The VSPs technique applies for

unpaired SPs, isolated SPs are taken outside the area to confine the effect of compensator in

local narrow regions around SPs.

In the comparisons of several methods of phase unwrapping through both a numerical sim-

ulation and an analysis of experimental fringe pattern, theRC method demonstrates good

accuracy of unwrapping although it does not eliminate the phase error with underestimation.

However, the RC method has a drawback of undesired phase error because the RC should be

applied to the regular region with no SPs as well as to the singular region. In addition, the RC

method required high computational time cost when the measured phase data contains many

SPs. Hence, further research to reduce these drawbacks is needed to produce more accurate

and efficient phase unwrapping. This is what is done in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

Rotational and direct compensators phase
unwrapping algorithm

4.1 Introduction

Here, we introduce a new phase unwrapping approach for noisywrapped phase maps of con-

tinuous objects to improve the accuracy and computational time requirements of phase un-

wrapping using a rotational compensator method. The proposed algorithm is based on com-

pensating the singularity of discontinuity sources. It uses direct compensation for adjoining

SP pairs, and uses rotational compensation for other SP pairs.

In a manner similar to the phase unwrapping algorithm developed by Tomioka et al. [46],

the main issues determine the behavior of the proposed algorithm: the RC, USP positioning

and VSP approaches to compensate the inconsistencies and toconfine the effect of each one

in a local region. The proposed algorithm is based on their method, however, the way of

computing the compensators for adjoining SPs pairs is different from RC.

4.2 Basic concepts

Phase unwrapping is an essential process of removing discontinuities by local neighborhood

tests and corrections to produce consistent unwrapped phase maps. When a closed loop in a

phase map includes SP, the integral along the loop will have avalue of−2πS, whereS is the

residue of the SP, as shown in Eq. (2.13) in chapter 2. Representing an integral of a segment

i, which is a member of the loop comprisingN segments, asC i, we can reduce Eq. (2.13)

N−1∑

i=0

(▽̂Ψi + C i) = 0. (4.1)
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This suggests that the singularity ofΨi is regularized by compensatorC i, and phase unwrap-

ping becomes an independent path. The RC for thei-th segment which is a path fromri to

ri+1 to cancel the singularity of thej-th SP,RC i
j , is represented as follows:

RC i
j = −Sj(θi+1,j − θi,j), (4.2)

whereSj denotes the residue of thej-th SP,θi+1,j andθi,j are azimuthal angles of both ends

of thei-th segment, where the origin is located at thej-th SP.

When the measured data contains several SPs, the total compensator of thei-th segment is

estimated as the summation of theRC i
j with respect toj:

RC i =

Ns∑

j=1

RC i
j. (4.3)

whereNs denotes number of SPs in the phase map. Consequently, we can retrieve the true

unwrapped phase data by summing the phase differences between the adjoining pixels and the

total compensators as follows:

ΦM = Φ0 +
M∑

i=1

(▽̂Ψi + C i), (4.4)

whereC i = RC i.

It is noteworthy that Eq. (4.4) is the modification of Eq. (2.12) after removing the effect of SPs

by compensating each SP with the compensator which has the opposite sign of SP. However, if

the measured phase data contains several SPs, the computations of each compensator becomes

a time-consuming process; this is one of the drawbacks of theRC method.

Despite the RC which can remove the inconsistencies in the phase map by eliminating the

effect of singularity, it introduces an undesirable distortion of phase in a wide area. The effect

of the RC for thej-th SP,RC i
j, is decreased with increasing the distance from that SP. It

becomes small for the distant segment, however, it is not exactly zero. This means that RC

affects the regular region and its effect is considered as anerror of phase unwrapping. The

effect of single SP, monopole SP, is proportional to the reciprocal of the distanceR from the

residue:

|RC i
j| ∝

1

R
. (4.5)
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In contrast, phase unwrapping method based on avoiding branch cuts does not affect the dis-

tant segment at all. In other words, the branch cut approach can precisely confine the singu-

larity of SP pairs within local region, but the RC method spreads the effect of singularity to

the whole region. This is another drawback of RC method.

4.3 Direct compensator technique

Every SP has a residue of±1, and a pair of two SPs with different polarities is considered as a

dipole. It was found from the distribution of SP dipole distances that there are a lot of dipole

pairs with short distances [14]. Figure 4.1 shows an exampleof the dipole distance distribution

for wrapped phase data. It can be seen that many dipoles are distributed around one pixel

distance. Based on this finding, we have proposed a new phase unwrapping algorithm. The

proposed algorithm reduces the drawbacks of the RC method, which are high computational

time cost and undesired phase errors due to the RC effect on regular regions that have no SPs.

The proposed algorithm offers simple computations to compensate the inconsistencies caused

by the pairs of the adjoining SPs by adding a direct compensator (DC), so, the effect of each

SP is confined within a closer local region. As a result, the drawbacks of RC method can be

improved. The RC along a segment is defined by computing the summation of the differences

between the azimuthal angles for the end points of that segment for all SPs, in which each SP

is located at the origin, as illustrated in Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3). Hence, the summation value of

the RC along all segments of2 × 2 square loop should be equal to the summation of▽̂Ψi

along the path with the opposite sign, as shown in Eq. (4.1). In DC case, the compensator

value along the segment which crosses branch cut of adjoining pair equals to the value of the

phase jump which is one cycle (2π radian).

An adjoining pair is a dipole consists of two SPs with opposite sign separated by one pixel

horizontally or vertically. Figure 4.2 shows the configuration of the branch cuts placed be-

tween the adjoining SPs in the phase map and the concept of thedirect compensation, for

simplicity the SPs positions are defined at the center of the closed loops. In this figure, the

thick arrows across the branch cut, which are shown as thick dashed lines, represent the posi-

tions of DCs. Figure 4.2(a) shows a case in which the branch cut is placed between a pair of
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Figure 4.1: Example of dipole distance distribution: the dipole distance is defined as the
distance between one SP and the closest SP with opposite polarity.

adjoining SPs horizontally, so that the DC will be added to the vertical segment which crosses

the branch cut. The compensator value of the segment is divided into two compensator values

and distributed through the two adjacent loops which contain the adjoining SPs, as illustrated

in Fig. 4.2(b). The following equation explains the DC of a segment that is related to the

adjoining pair:

DC i
j =





T i
jπSj when the segment numberi is a member of the loop that

has thej-th SP, which belongs to the adjoining pair;

0 otherwise;

(4.6)

whereT i
j denotes the sign direction ofDC i

j , andSj denotes the residue of thej-th SP. When

the DC of a segment is added, the sign direction of the DC for this segment,T i
j , is dependent

on the position of this segment with respect to the location of the tested SPs. For example,

when a vertical segment is on the right-hand of the tested SP,the sign ofT i
j is negative “−”,

and vice versa, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). On the other hand, Fig. 4.2(c) shows the case in which

the branch cut is placed vertically between the adjoining SPs and the DC is added horizontally.

Thus, when the segment is above the tested SP, the sign ofT i
j is positive “+”, and vice versa,

as shown in Fig. 4.2(d).

Also, it is important to discuss the complex distribution ofSPs positioning patterns and how

we compensate the singularities of these SPs. Figure 4.3 represents an example of the dis-

tribution with four SPs in the phase map. If we consider the distribution of these SPs in a
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: The existence of the branch cuts between the adjoining SPs and the concept of
direct compensation: the thick dashed line denotes the branch cut that connects
two SPs of opposite sign, compensator position is denoted bythick arrow, the thin
arrows show the direction and distribution of compensatorsfor the segments of
each SP whereS andS ′ denote the residues of the SPs.

discrete values, the distance between each other will be thesame, as shown in Fig. 4.3(a).

Therefore, it will be difficult to determine which SPs are theclosest couple to each other, to

form pairs. However, if we use USP technique to obtain an accurate positioning of each SP, as

shown in Fig. 4.3(b), we can pick a SP and another one nearby, to form a pair. Therefore, the

distance between the two SPs of each pair will be defined precisely and the type of pair will

be distinguished without difficulty. Thus, DC is added to theadjoining pairs, as illustrated in

Fig. 4.3(b).

Since the DC affects just on the branch cut, the effect of the compensator does not propagate

to the regular region. Moreover, the DC of a segmenti for all SPs,DC i, needs only two

computations in contrast to the RC for another segmenti, RC i, which needs multiple compu-

tations to evaluate effects of all SPs, according to Eq. (4.3). Therefore, the computational time

requirements of the proposed algorithm for computing totalcompensators will be reduced and
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Complex cases for the position patterns of SP pairs and the direct compensators
for the adjoining SPs pairs: (a) SPs are distributed in discrete values, (b) SPs
are distributed by using USP technique; in (b) the thick dashed line denotes the
branch cut that connects two SPs of opposite sign and also shows the direct com-
pensator positions are denoted by thick arrows.

the accuracy of the unwrapped phase will be improved, as willbe discussed in section 4.5.

4.4 Phase unwrapping by rotational and direct compensators

algorithm

The proposed method (RC+DC) is based on coupling the RC and the DC to compute the

compensators depending on the converging distance of SPs. In other words, it uses DC for

computing the compensators for the pairs of adjoining SPs, and uses RC to compute the

compensators for the other pairs. To explain that, it is assumed two new parametersadj+(i)

andadj−(i), which are called adjoining parameters of the segment that is a member of the

closed path of the adjoining SPs pair. Theadj+(i) andadj−(i) denote the positive and negative

SP numbers which belong to the adjoining pair, respectively, wherei represents the segment

number. It means when the segmenti is a joint between the loop of the positive SP and that

of the negative SP of the adjoining pair, these parameters have values; otherwise, they are

undefined. Considering another parametermi
j , this parameter is defined asmi

j = 1, when

adj+(i) or adj−(i) has a value ofj; otherwisemi
j = 0. It is like Kroneckor’s delta function as

follows:

mi
j = δ

adj+(i)
j + δ

adj−(i)
j . (4.7)
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Therefore, the total compensators can be estimated as follows:

C i =

Ns∑

j=1

mi
j
RC i

j +

Ns∑

j=1

mi
j
DC i

j , (4.8)

wheremi
j = 1 −mi

j . Whenmi
j equals1, i.e., the SPj does not belong to the adjoining pair,

this represents the case of using RC to compute the compensator for the segment numberi of

thej-th SP. It should be noted that the times ofmi
j 6= 0 in the second summation is once for all

i for eachj related to the adjoining SPs pairs. By adding the compensator,C i, to the wrapped

phase differences according to Eq. (4.4), phase jumps were found due to the existence of SPs

are canceled, therefore, the unwrapped phase can be retrieved successively.

The steps of the proposed algorithm (RC+DC) can be summarized as follows:

1. Calculate SPs in the wrapped phase map by the summation of the phase gradients of a

2× 2 closed loop path. The positions of SPs are determined by USP technique.

2. Appending VSPs to the monopole SPs outside the measurement area, then analyze the

SP pairs which consist of two real SPs laid inside the measurement area, or consist of

one real SP and one VSP appended outside the measurement area. After that, define the

adjoining SPs pairs.

3. For each segmenti, the parametermi
j for every SPj is evaluated. Ifmi

j = 1; i.e., a pair

of SPs is an adjoining pair, a DC will be added, according to Eq. (4.6). Otherwise, RC

will be computed using Eq. (4.2).

4. After that the total compensator for each segment throughthe whole phase map will be

computed according to Eq. (4.8).

5. Finally, the unwrapped phase data can be retrieved by adding the compensators to the

wrapped phase differences by using Eq. (4.4).

This description of direct compensation for the pairs of adjoining SPs makes the proposed

algorithm simple and easy to implement. It provides a fast and efficient way to unwrap the

phase map than the RC method does. The proposed RC+DC method improves the accuracy of
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Spreading of errors in regular regions due to the proposed method (RC+DC)
handling way for the singularity regions in the phase map: (a) SPs distribution
map, (b) phase errors appear in regular regions.

the RC method of confining the phase errors produce due to singularity effect of the adjoining

SPs dipole pairs, which are shown in Fig. 3.3(b), by reducingthe phase errors to zero by

using the DC technique, as shown in Fig. 4.4(b). Figure 4.4 shows an example of phase

errors spreading on the whole measured domain includes the regular regions produced when

using the proposed method (RC+DC) to cancel the effect of singularity regions, which their

distribution is shown in Fig. 4.4(a). However, the proposedalgorithm still has phase errors

due to the using of RC technique for nonadjoing SP pairs. In the following section, the

performance and applicability of the proposed algorithm isexamined.

4.5 Results and discussion

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm (RC+DC), both simulated and real

wrapped phase maps have been used.

4.5.1 Computer simulation results

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed RC+DC method, a simulated noisy

phase map with constant gradient is generated. This phase data has the image size100× 100

pixel2, the gradient is(0.1,−0.1) cycle/pixel, and the noise has a normal distribution with

0.15 cycle standard deviation. The original and wrapped phase data are shown in Fig. 4.5(a)

and Fig. 4.5(b), respectively. In addition, Fig. 4.5 presents the distribution patterns of SP pairs
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h)

Figure 4.5: A comparison of the unwrapped phase results for simulated phase data has noise
with σ = 0.15 cycle: (a) the original phase data, (b) the wrapped data, (c)the
positions of all SP pairs, (d) the positions of the pairs of non-adjoining SPs, (e)
the positions of the pairs of adjoining SPs, (f) unwrapped result by LS-DCT, (g)
unwrapped result by RC, and (h) unwrapped result by RC+DC. In(a), (b), and
(f)-(h), the phase increases with the increases of brightness. In (f)-(h), contour
lines of the phase with the interval of one cycle are also shown.

for real and virtual SPs to show the position of SP pairs in thephase map. In Fig. 4.5(c), all

SP pair positions are presented, while, in Fig. 4.5(d) and Fig. 4.5(e), the positions of the pairs

of non-adjoining and adjoining SPs are shown, respectively. This indicates that most of SP

pairs in the phase map are adjoining pairs, therefore, the use of DC will have obvious effect on

the unwrapping process. Hence, the accuracy of the unwrapped phase will be improved and

the computation time will be reduced as shown later. The unwrapped phase results obtained

by the LS-DCT method [25], RC method [46] and the proposed RC+DC algorithm are shown

through Fig. 4.5(f) to Fig. 4.5(h) with contour lines. To evaluate the characteristics of the phase
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Algorithm Gradient (∇φ̃) ∆
(
∇φ̃
)

[%] σ

[cycle/pixel] [cycle/pixel]

Original (0.1000 , –0.1000)( — , — ) 0.149
LS-DCT (0.0742 , –0.0731)(–25.8 , –27.0) 0.179
RC (0.0912 , –0.0896)( –8.7 , –10.4) 0.168
RC+DC (0.0956 , –0.0951)( –4.4 , –4.9 ) 0.168

Table 4.1: A comparison of the accuracy for the simulation data, shown in Fig. 4.5.

unwrapping methods, we can count the number of contour linesin the unwrapped results and

compare them with the number of stripes in the wrapped data, shown in Fig. 4.5(b). From

the comparison, we can find that the number of lines in the unwrapped results is less than

that in the wrapped phase data. The wrapped phase data has 20 lines, the unwrapped result

of LS-DCT method has 14 lines, the unwrapped result of RC algorithm has 17 lines, and

the proposed algorithm’s result has 18 lines. The unwrappedresult of the proposed RC+DC

algorithm has the nearest number of lines as wrapped data, which shows the highest accuracy.

Moreover, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm can be emphasized as shown in Table 4.1.

This table shows a quantitative comparison of gradients forthe original and unwrapped phase

maps. In the table, the gradients are obtained by fitting themto a planar function,̃φ, and

the σ denotes the mean residual that is defined as a square root of a mean square residual

from the fitted function,φ̃. Theσ of the original phase data is not equal to zero, because

the original data contains noise with the given standard deviation. The errors of gradient,

∆
(
∇φ̃
)

is estimated as the normalized difference between the unwrapped result and the

original one, where the normalizing factor is the reciprocal of original one. From the table,

it can be observed that the proposed algorithm, RC+DC, givesthe smallest error in terms

of ∆
(
∇φ̃
)

. This is due to the consideration of adjoining pair definition in computation of

the compensators in the proposed algorithm. This result confirms that the proposed method

(RC+DC) reduces the phase errors which exist mainly in the original RC method.

Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of required computational time of LS-DCT, RC and RC+DC

methods for various image sizes; the horizontal axisN denotes one-dimensional area size in

pixels. From the figure, the profiles of RC method and that of the proposed method show
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Figure 4.6: Required computational time of each algorithm for various image sizes: The hor-
izontal axisN denotes one-dimensional area size in pixels. “RC” shows the
required time cost for RC method, “RC+DC” shows the requiredexecution time
for the proposed method, and “LS-DCT” shows the required time cost for LS-
DCT method. The computational time is measured with a PC including an Intel
Core 2 DUO CPU with 2.13 GHz clock in the single CPU operation mode.

that the computation time is proportional toN4. Furthermore, from Eq. (4.3), we can note

that the time cost to compute the RC for all segments is proportional to the product of both

the number of SPs and the number of the segments of path to be compensated. Since both

are proportional to the area size (∝ N2), the total evaluation time is proportional toN4. In

the RC+DC method, if the cost to compute the DC is adequately smaller than that of RC,

the total cost might be similar to the case of RC algorithm, and it can be understood from

Eq. (4.8). Conversely, when the number of the times of using DC computation is larger than

that of RC in the proposed method, its execution time will be reduced compared to the RC

method case. As a result, by coupling RC and DC computations,the execution time of the

proposed method is almost one third of the execution time of the original RC method. In

contrast, the computational time of LS-DCT method increases withN3. In this computation,

we use a matrix form of two-dimensional discrete FT [47]. Through the use of matrix form,

the computational time of two-dimensional cosine transform needs onlyN3 multiplications.
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4.5.2 Experimental results

Experimental data obtained by interferometer

The proposed RC+DC algorithm has also been tested experimentally on two-dimensional

wrapped phase map that resulted from the analysis of real fringe pattern taken from the exper-

iment carried out by using Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The purpose of this experiment is

to measure the phase shift in candle flames. The phase data hasimage size256 × 170 pixel2

and 2532 SPs (1267 for positive SPs and 1265 for negative SPs). The wrapped phase data

and its corresponding SPs distribution map are shown in Fig.4.7(a) and Fig. 4.7(b), respec-

tively. Moreover, the unwrapped results, which have contour lines, obtained by RC method

and the proposed RC+DC algorithm are given in Fig. 4.7(c) andFig. 4.7(d), respectively. By

comparing the number of stripe lines in the wrapped phase data and the number of contour

lines in the unwrapped results from the mid-point on the baseline of each figure, it can be

observed that the wrapped data has 10 lines, the unwrapped result of RC algorithm has 8 lines

and the proposed algorithm’s result has 9 lines. The unwrapped results in both methods are

underestimated, however, the underestimation in the proposed algorithm (RC+DC) is smaller

than that in the RC method. This implies that the RC+DC algorithm succeed to reduce the

phase errors produced by the original RC method.

The execution time of the proposed RC+DC algorithm varies depending on the number of

SPs, data size and the ratio of the adjoining SPs. Table 4.2 presents the execution time for

simulated and real phase maps discussed above for the RC method and the proposed RC+DC

algorithm. The table shows the name, the size, the SPs ratio and the adjoining SPs ratio of

each phase data. For noisy phase map, the SPs ratio, which is related to the data size, is around

9.1% and the adjoining SPs ratio is80.9%. In this case, it was found that the overhead for

each algorithm is the same. However, it is large enough compared to the execution time to

compute the compensators for the RC+DC algorithm, i.e.,Tovrh is almost0.7 timesTcomp,

hence, the saving time cost ratio of the proposed algorithm is reduced from77.6% (saving

time in compensators computation) to67.2% (total saving time computation). On the other

hand, flame data has SPs ratio of approximately5.8% and the adjoining SPs ratio is around

60.4%. In this case, the overhead for the proposed algorithm (RC+DC) is relatively small

compared to the execution time to compute the compensators,i.e.,Tovrh is almost0.14 times
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: Unwrapped phase result of experimental data for candle flame: (a) the wrapped
data, (b) SPs distribution map, (positive and negative SPs are represented by
white and black dots, respectively); (c) the unwrapped result of RC algorithm, (d)
the unwrapped result of RC+DC,

Tcomp, so that the saving time cost ratio of the proposed RC+DC algorithm is reduce from

58.6% (saving time in compensators computation) to55.5% (total saving time computation);

however, the amount in reduction is not like noisy phase case. In other words, the saving

time ratio to compute compensators is almost same to the adjoining SPs ratio. Therefore, the

time to compute the DC is very small, so it is neglected and thesaving time ratio to compute

compensators is governed only by the RC computation.

From Table 4.2, it can be concluded that the execution time tosearch and analyze SPs is

the same for the two examined algorithms. However, the execution time to compute the

compensators in the RC+DC algorithm is reduced compared to that one of the original RC

method. This reduction in the required computation time of the proposed algorithm is due to

the direct calculation of the compensators for the adjoining SPs pairs.

Unwrapped results of phase extraction methods for object information obtained from

interferograms

In the holographic measurement system, two fringe patternsshould be measured to produce

information of an object by using a similar setup of the interferometric experiment shown in
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Data Data SPs Adjoining RC (RC+DC) Saving
name size: ratio: SPs ratio:Ttotal [s] Ttotal [s] time

Nall Ns/Nall Na/Ns Tovrh [s] Tovrh [s] ratio
[%] [%] Tcomp [s] Tcomp [s] [%]

Noisy 100x100 9.1 80.9 1.781 0.585 67.2
phase 0.240 0.240

1.541 0.345 77.6
Flame 256x170 5.8 60.4 19.564 8.706 55.5

1.051 1.049
18.513 7.657 58.6

Table 4.2: A comparison of the execution time cost between RC algorithmand the proposed
RC+DC algorithm: TheTovrh presents the required execution time for overhead
procedure to search and analyse SPs’ distribution. TheTcomp presents the required
execution time to compute the Compensators. TheTtotal is the summation,Ttotal =
Tovrh + Tcomp. Ns andNa, denote the total number of SPs and the number of SPs
that form adjoining pairs, respectively. “Saving time ratio” = 1−T(RC+DC)/TRC ;
whereTRC andT(RC+DC), represent the total execution times for RC method and
the proposed method, respectively.

Fig. 2.1. Firstly, a fringe pattern was obtained in the existence of an object. This fringe is

referred as an object fringe and it is a superposed result of the object light passing through the

object upon the reference light. The other fringe pattern ismeasured for background, which

is the result from the same system but there is no object. To compute the information about

the object, it is needed to eliminate the background fringe from the measured data. There are

two ways to extract the phase shift caused by the object from the measured data, and these

methods depend on the timing of the background exclusion. Figure 4.8 explains schematic

diagrams to compute the phase shift of an object from experimental data. The first method is

the pre-rejection of background data by subtracting the unwrapped phase of background data

obtained without the existence of the object from the wrapped phase data obtained with the

existence of the object. Then the phase difference is unwrapped to get the unwrapped phase

shift result, as shown in Fig. 4.8(a). Meanwhile, the other method that is post-rejection of

background data is carried out, as illustrated in Fig. 4.8(b). In this way, the phase difference

is computed by excluding the unwrapped background phase data from the unwrapped phase

of the object.
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Figure 4.8: The way of an object extraction from experimental data: (a) pre-rejection of back-
ground. (b) Post-rejection of background.

Here, we examine the effect of these extraction ways on the unwrapped results of the phase

shift caused by an object for interferograms. The object of this experiment is the temperature

measurement of the heated gas (Air) around a candle flame through measuring the phase shift

caused by the flame using Mach-Zehnder interferometer [46].The fringe pattern obtained in

existence of candle is referred as object fringe. In this measurement, the exposure time cannot

be set long enough because the flame varies in time by convection flow around the flame itself.

For this reason, the exposure time is set to 1ms. This settingcause two problems: firstly, the

fringe has low S/N; secondly, we cannot apply the phase shifttechniques [6, 8, 9] that use

several fringes with different reference lights to obtain awrapped phase. Spatial filtering for

interferograms by using Fourier transform method [5–7] is hence applied to extract the phase

information, as shown in Fig. 2.2. In addition, the background phase map in this experiment
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.9: A comparison of the accuracy of the examined phase unwrapping algorithms’
results of candle flame forpre-rejection of background way to extract the object.
The left column shows the unwrapped phase results. The rightcolumn shows the
rewrapped phase results. (a) results obtained by Goldsteinet al. method, (b)
results obtained by Flynn method, (c) results obtained by LS-DCT method, (d)
results obtained by RC+DC method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10: A comparison of the accuracy of the examined phase unwrapping algorithms’
results of candle flame forpost-rejection of background way to extract the ob-
ject. The left column shows the unwrapped phase results. Theright column
shows the rewrapped phase results. (a) results obtained by Goldstein et al.
method, (b) results obtained by Flynn method, (c) results obtained by LS-DCT
method, (d) results obtained by RC+DC method,
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is obtained by fitting to a planar function by using information from the wrapped phase data

extracted from the object fringe pattern. This informationis taken from the area where the

object light did not pass through the flame in the wrapped data.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the unwrapped and rewrapped results of the phase shift of the can-

dle flame depending on the extracting ways of the object. These shown results are obtained

by using the proposed (RC+DC) method and other three existing phase unwrapping methods,

which are Goldstein et al.’s path-following method [11], Flynn’s minimum weighted discon-

tinuity algorithm [15], and LS-DCT method [25] to show theirperformance for such this

kind of phase data. Figure 4.9 presents a comparison of the accuracy of the examined phase

unwrapping algorithms’ results of the candle flame for pre-rejection of the background way

to extract the object. Meanwhile, Fig. 4.10 shows the compared results for the post-rejection

way. From the figures, it can be found that the unwrapped result of the Goldstein et al. method

causes phase jumps; however, the other three methods have nophase jumps. Although, there

is no phase jump in the unwrapped results obtained by LS-DCT method for both ways (pre-

rejection and post-rejection) of background, its rewrapped results produced by both ways are

different, as shown in Figs. 4.9(c) and 4.10(c). This implies that the accuracy of LS-DCT

method remains in doubt. On the other hand, the rewrapped phase results in both ways for

object extraction, which are pre-rejection and post-rejection, are quite similar for either Flynn

method or the RC+DC algorithm , as shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10.Therefore, it can be said that

Goldstein et al. and LS-DCT methods provide inaccurate phase results. Meanwhile, Flynn

method and the RC+DC algorithm produce accurate results. However, the unwrapped results

of the examined algorithms are affected by the way of object extraction. It is understood that

in the way of post-rejection for the background, Goldstein et al., Flynn and LS-DCT methods

give better results than those results in the pre-rejectionway. The reason is that the number

of SPs from the wrapped phase data in post-rejection way, which is 2532 for the studied un-

wrapping algorithms, is smaller than its number of SPs in pre-rejection way, which is3046

for Goldstein method,3208 for Flynn algorithm and2690 for LS-DCT method. In contrast,

the unwrapped phase result obtained by the RC+DC method in the way of pre-rejection for

the background is better than its unwrapped result obtainedin the post-rejection way. This is

due to that the ratio of adjoining pair of SPs for the wrapped phase data in pre-rejection way,

which is 70.41%, is larger than its ratio of60.54% in post-rejection way. This implies the
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benefit of the RC+DC algorithm which uses DC to compensate thesingularities of adjoining

pair of SPs to reduce the unwrapping error.

In addition, the execution time required for each studied algorithm to obtain the unwrapped

results is also evaluated. It is found that the highest time cost to produce the unwrapped

results in the both ways of object extraction are for Flynn method, which are736.60 sec in the

pre-rejection way and450.90 sec in the post-rejection way. In the meantime, the execution

time of the RC+DC algorithm to obtain its unwrapped result for both ways of the object

extraction showed better performance than Flynn method did, which are 8.84 sec in pre-

rejection way and 8.85 sec in post-rejection way. Hence, it can be concluded from above

discussion that the developed method (RC+DC) gives resultswith acceptable quality and with

low computational time cost. Moreover, the best unwrapped phase result is the unwrapped

result shown in Fig. 4.9(d), which obtained by the RC+DC method.

Experimental data obtained by FTP

A three-dimensional object surface is measured in our experiment; the object is a ping-pong

ball with a diameter of roughly40mm. The measurement system consists of a digital projector

and a CCD camera, and it conforms to the conventional cross-optical-axes geometry system,

as shown in Fig. 2.3(a). The system parameters arel0 = 320 mm andd0 = 110 mm. The

deformed grating image captured by the CCD camera and the wrapped phase image and its

corresponding SP distribution map are shown in Fig. 4.11. The image size is408 × 312

pixels. The wrapped phase obtained by filtering in Fourier space has580 SPs, most of which

are found in the background and around the boundary of the object, as shown in Fig. 4.11(c)

as white and black pixels.

Figure 4.12 shows a comparison of the accuracy for Flynn’s method [15] and the proposed

RC+DC algorithm in regard to the unwrapped phase shift results of the object, the rewrapped

phase results and the profile of the object’s height. Figures4.12(a) and 4.12(b) show the un-

wrapped results of the object’s phase shift for Flynn’s method and the proposed algorithm,

respectively. Figures 4.12(c) and 4.12(d) are the rewrapped results of the unwrapped re-

sults shown in Figs. 4.12(a) and 4.12(b), respectively. Comparing these figures we can find
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(a) (b)

Positive
Nagative

(c)

Figure 4.11: Experimental measured data: (a) deformed grating image, (b) wrapped phase
image, and (c) map of distribution of SPs.

that there are phase distortions in the background and on theedge of the object in the un-

wrapped result of Flynn’s method (Figs. 4.12(a) and 4.12(c)). It shows that Flynn’s method

cannot remove the effect of singularity in these regions. Incontrast, the proposed algorithm

(Figs. 4.12(b) and 4.12(d)) can compensate the singularityof SPs located around the object

and in the background. Moreover, Figs. 4.12(e) and 4.12(f) show the comparison of cross-

sectional profiles of the object height for three differenty-positions, wherey = 0 mm is

corresponding the cross-section going through the center of the ball. In the background re-

gions (the left-hand side of20 mm or the right-hand side of55 mm), the large fluctuation can

be clearly observed on Flynn’s result in Fig. 4.12(e). The height in these regions should be

zero, as shown for the result of the proposed algorithm in theleft side in Fig. 4.12(f). In the

background area on the right side of both figures the height isnot zero. The reason for this

is the illuminated light by the projector. Since the light isilluminated as an oblique incidence

with angleθ, a part of the right side of the object is not illuminated. Therefore, the right side of

the object is shadowed and the height of the boundary of the shaded area is not zero. In addi-

tion, the execution time required for Flynn algorithm to obtain the unwrapped result, which is
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the accuracy of the examined phase unwrappingalgorithms’
results for the measured data: the first row shows the unwrapped phase shift
of the object, the second row shows the rewrapped phase shiftof the object, the
third row shows the cross-sectional profile of the object’s height. (a), (c), and (e)
show the results of Flynn’s method. (b), (d), and (f) show theresults of RC+DC
algorithm.
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7277.26 sec, is too long compared with the execution time of the proposed algorithm to obtain

its unwrapped result, which is14.83 sec. Hence, it can be concluded from above discussion

that the proposed method gives results with acceptable quality and with short computation

time.

4.6 Conclusions

Phase unwrapping for noisy data by using RC had good performance among the other existing

methods. However, the RC method has drawbacks of computational time requirements and

an undesirable phase distortion in the regular regions. To overcome these drawbacks, we

propose a new method based on coupling the existing RC and theDC. The DC compensates

the singularity of the pair of adjoining SPs connected by a branch cut with the length which is

shorter than one pixel. The compensator along the segment that crosses the branch cut is just

2π. For the SPs that are not members of adjoining pairs, RC is applied as a compensator. The

proposed algorithm (RC+DC) is tested on both computer-simulated and experimental noisy

phase data. The results show that the RC+DC algorithm has a smaller computational time

requirement compared to the original RC method.

Furthermore, the performances of the developed phase unwrapping algorithm (RC+DC) and

of other existing phase unwrapping methods for two examplesof phase measurement ap-

plications, which are interferometric and Fourier transform profilometry measurements are

compared. In addition, the methods to extract phase information about the object from inter-

ferogram maps are also investigated. The results show that the proposed algorithm (RC+DC)

gives results with acceptable quality and with low computational time cost compared to the

existing methods.
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Chapter 5
Localized compensator based on
rotational and divergence operators for
unwrapping

5.1 Introduction

Phase unwrapping for a noisy image suffers from many SPs. Methods based on spreading

singularity are useful for noisy phase images to regularizethe singularity. However, these

methods have a drawback of distorting phase distribution inregular areas those contain no

SPs. When the SPs are confined in some local areas, the regularregions are not distorted. In

terms of accuracy, the method using localized compensator [48] is superior to the other meth-

ods. However, this method has major disadvantages of memoryshortage and computational

cost since it requires high time cost to produce its unwrapped results. In this chapter, an ef-

fective and fast phase unwrapping algorithm is presented. The proposed algorithm solves the

problem of memory shortage and reduce the computational time requirements of the localized

compensator method to a minimum, and together with that it keep the same level of results

accuracy.

5.2 Phase unwrapping compensation methods

In the wrapped phase data, SPs prevent straightforward unwrapping. Moreover, the exis-

tence of SPs causes the phase unwrapping process to be path-dependent. Therefore, many

algorithms have been proposed based on compensating the phase singularities to cancel their

effect. The idea of singularities compensation was proposed in the SSPU method [43] and in

the methods using RC [46], RC+DC [49] or a localized compensator (LC) [48] techniques.

However, these methods compensate the singularities in different ways. The SSPU method
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of rotational compensator phase unwrapping method: the singularity
of j − th SP is canceled by computing the RC ofi− th segment using eq. (5.1).

requires an iteration process to compute the compensators.The RC method can compute the

compensators through superposing the effect of each SP by adding an integral of isotropic

singular function along any loops. While, the RC+DC method is coupling the rotational and

direct techniques to compute the compensators depending onthe converging distance of SPs.

On the other hand, the LC method regularizes the inconsistencies only in a local areas, which

are clusters, around the SPs by integrating the solution of Poisson’s equation for each cluster

to compute the compensators.

The SSPU algorithm [43] is firstly defines SPs distribution inthe phase map. Next, the com-

pensators are not added only to the pixel values at the SPs butalso those at around the SPs.

Then, this method repeat the same process over the whole image. However, SSPU method

spreads the singularities to the entire domain of the image and this is consider as disadvantage

of SSPU method. Another disadvantage is found in this method, which is the requirement of

large computational time to obtain a suitable result. When the maximum residue value after

the spreading process is not negligible value, means very small, it is needed to repeat many

times of processes. Further details regards SSPU method, are given in section 2.4.2 in chapter

2.

The RC method [46] uses local phase information to compensate the singularity parts of phase

map caused by existence of SPs. This method can cancel the singularity of thej-th SP, by

computing the RC ofi-th segment, which isRcij , in terms of its azimuthal angles as follows:

Rcij
△

= −mj(θi+1,j − θi,j), (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of rotational and direct compensator phase unwrapping method: (a)
defined SPs, (b) create SPs pairs and defined adjoining and nonadjoining pairs,
(c) add DC for adjoining pairs and compute RC for nonadjoining pairs.

wheremj denotes the residue of thej-th SP. Also,θi,j and θi+1,j represent the azimuthal

angles of the beginning and the end points of thei-th segment, as shown in Fig. 5.1. However,

the RC method has a drawback of undesired phase error becausethe RC should be applied to

the regular region with no SPs as well as to the singular region. In addition, the RC method

required high computational time cost when the measured phase data contains many SPs.

The RC+DC method [49] is based on coupling the RC and the DC techniques to compute

the compensators depending on the SPs locations. Figure 5.2illustrates the main steps in

the RC+DC method. First, identifying SPs locations, then creating SPs pairs and defined

adjoining and nonadjoining pairs. The RC+DC method uses DC as the compensators for

the adjoining SP pairs, and uses RC to compute the compensators of nonadjoining pairs.

The adjoining pair is a dipole consists of two SPs with opposite signs separated by one pixel

horizontally or vertically. The RC+DC method is fast, however, its accuracy is not guaranteed.

Its accuracy is depending on reducing the times of using the RC technique that increases the

phase distortion in the unwrapped results.

The LC method [48] regularizes the inconsistencies in localareas, which are clusters, around

the SPs by integrating the solution of Poisson’s equation for each cluster to evaluate the com-

pensators. In other words, firstly, LC method needs to determine cluster groups, then it com-

putes the compensators depending on the solution of Poisson’s equation for each cluster. In

terms of accuracy, the LC method is superior to the other methods; despite this, the LC method

has a major disadvantage of computational cost since this method requires long time cost to

compute the compensators.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Spreading of errors in regular regions due to the handling way of the LC method
for the singularity regions in the phase map: (a) SPs distribution map, (b) phase
errors appear in regular regions.

The LC method has the same merit of the RC+DC method regards the phase errors spread due

to the singularity effect of the adjoining SP dipole pairs onthe regular regions that contains

no SPs. Since the phase errors of these pairs by using RC+DC method is zero, as shown

in Fig. 4.4(b). Figure 5.3 shows an example of phase errors spreading on the whole phase

map includes the regular regions produced when uses the LC method to cancel the effect of

singularity regions, which their distribution is shown in Fig. 5.3(a). The LC has no phase error

during compensating the singularity effects of adjoining SP pairs, in addition, this method

(LC) confines the phase error for other SPs in local regions which are cluster, as shown in

Fig. 5.3(b).

5.3 Proposed localized compensator method based on rota-

tional and divergence operators (LC.rot+div)

The LC unwrapping method confines the effect of inconsistencies due to existence of SPs in

local areas, which are clusters, by integrating the solution of Poisson’s equation for segments

in each cluster to evaluate the compensators according to a certain mechanism. It uses bound-

ary element method (BEM) [50] to get the compensator values.BEM produces large errors in

the results when the singularity sources are position near to the segments which compensators

are computed for them. Therefore, singular value decomposition (SVD) method is used to fix

the errors produce by BEM step. We will mention to the original LC method by LC.bem+svd.

A flowchart illustrates the two main steps of LC.bem+svd method is shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: A flowchart of the original LC method (LC.bem+svd) shows the two main steps
for this method.

In terms of accuracy, the LC.bem+svd method is superior to the other methods. Despite

this, LC.bem+svd method has a major disadvantage of computational cost since this method

requires long time cost to compute the compensator values and to reduce errors. Therefore, to

overcome these drawbacks, we use a new way to produce the compensator values.

5.3.1 The principles of the Localized compensator technique

When a closed loop includes SP, the integral along the loop will have a value of−2πm, as

shown in Eq (2.13), wherem is S in the mentioned equation. Representing an integral of a

segmenti, which is a member of the loop comprisingN segments, asci, we can reduce Eq.

(2.13) as in Eq. (4.1). This suggests that the singularity ofΨi is regularized by compensator

ci for each segment. In the case of an arbitrary closed path,C, since this path is considered as

a boundary of the region that is connected with sub-regions of elementary loops, the integral

of C is expressed as

∮

C

M∑

i=1

▽̂Ψi dl = 2π
∑

k

mk. (5.2)

For example, when two adjacent loops have two SPs with opposite polarity shown in Fig. 5.5,

the compensator value along internal segment which is common segment between the two

loops is equal to the value of the phase jump which is one cycle(2π radian); meanwhile, the

compensator values for the other segments which are the boundary segments for these loops
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Figure 5.5: Example of two adjacent loops have two SPs with opposite polarity, presenting
the compensator value for the internal segment.

are equal zero. By connecting Eqs. (4.1) and (5.2), we can obtain the following relation:

∮

C

M∑

i=1

ci dl = −2π
∑

k

mk. (5.3)

The last example give us two conditions required to compute the compensators for a specific

domain. The first condition is that the number of positive andnegative SPs must be equaled in

the domain, means they must balance each other out in the localized domain, which is called

source condition, as

∑

k

mk = 0. (5.4)

It means that the phase map is divided to regions, which are called clusters, depending on a

certain mechanism. Each cluster must have the same number ofpositive and negative SPs.

The second condition is that the compensator must vanish on every boundary segment, and

this is called boundary condition. If the wrapped phase difference of two adjoining nodes (r

andr′ = r + ŝ∆l) is defined as vector quantity (g · ŝ), it is transformed as follows:

g · ŝ ,
1

∆l
W{∆φw}

=
1

∆l

(
∆φ− Int

[
∆φ

2π

]
2π

)

= ∇φ · ŝ− Int

[
∆φ

2π

]
2π

∆l
, (5.5)

where bothg and∇φ are constant on the segment betweenr andr′, andŝ is the unit vector

of directionr′ − r.
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Therefore, Eqs. (4.1), (5.2) and (5.3) can be rewritten as follows:

∮

C

(g + c) · ŝ dl = 0, (5.6)
∮

C

g · ŝ dl = 2π
∑

k

mk. (5.7)

∮

C

c · ŝ dl = −2π
∑

k

mk. (5.8)

Since the unwrapped phaseφ must be a scalar field, the difference vector of wrapped phaseg

in Eq. (5.5) satisfies the following equation using the divergence free vector function,A:

g = ∇φ+∇×A, (5.9)

∇ ·A = 0. (5.10)

By applying Stokes’ theorem to an integral of the rotation ofEq. (5.9) over a domain en-

closed by a pathC, and by comparing the result with Eq. (5.7), the following relations can be

obtained:

c , −∇×A, (5.11)

Once the compensator,c that satisfies Eq. (5.8) is found, phase unwrapping can be succes-

sively carried out using the following integration or accumulation of compensators:

φ(r) = φ(r0) +

∫
r

r0

g · ŝ dl +
∫

r

r0

c · ŝ dl. (5.12)

The integrand,c · ŝ, of the last term in Eq. (5.12) can be transformed as follows with using of

Eq. (5.11):

c · ŝ = − (∇×A) · ŝ

= − (∇×A) · (ẑ × n̂)

= n̂ · (−∇×A× ẑ)

= n̂ · {− (ẑ ·A)∇ + (ẑ · ∇)A}

= n̂ · ∇Az, (5.13)
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wheren̂ is the outward normal unit vector of the boundary,ẑ is the perpendicular unit vector

to the domain surface, the directions of these unit vectors satisfy ŝ = ẑ × n̂; andAz = A · ẑ,

ẑ ·∇ ≡ 0 is applied for two-dimensional problem. The quantityn̂·∇Az presents a normal flux

density of∇Az. Therefore, the boundary condition for the localized compensator technique

is reduced to Neumann condition as:

n̂ · ∇Az = 0. (5.14)

In the meantime, the closed integral along any pathC, as in Eq. (5.8), can be transformed by

using Stokes’ theorem and Eqs. (5.11) and (5.10) as follows:
∮

C

c · ŝ dl =

∫

S

∇× (−∇×A) · êz dS

=

∫

S

∇2Az dS = −2π
∑

k

mk. (5.15)

In addition, a residuemk at the pointrk can be expressed by Dirac’s delta function as:

mk =

∫

S

mk δ(r − rk) dS. (5.16)

Therefore, Poisson’s equation can be obtained forAz from Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16), as:

∇2Az = −2π
∑

k

mk δ(r − rk). (5.17)

The solution of Poisson’s equation shown in Eq. (5.17),Az, expresses the flux density that

describes the spreading of singularities, which are shown in the right-hand side of Eq. (5.17).

The solution found in Eq. (5.17) is calculated with the boundary condition given in Eq. (5.14)

for the domain which is satisfying Eq. (5.4). To solve,Az any filed solver can be applied.

In the orignal LC method (LC.bem+svd), BEM is used as a basic solver. However, when

the point to estimate the field is located near the source points, which are SPs, the BEM has a

large computational error. To reduce this error, SVD is usedto find a minimum norm solution.

Further details are found in section 5.3.3.

Once the solution is obtained, compensator along every segment placed in the domain is

computed as an integral of the flux density by Eq. (5.13). However, the outward normal vector

n̂ cannot be defined at the segment in the domain, since the boundary loop is not defined. In
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Positive SP
Negative SP

Positive SP
Negative SP

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Definition of local domain and flux density around SPs: (a) local domain includ-
ing SPs, (b) flux distribution in the local domain. Outmost closed thick line is a
boundary of the local domain, and the grids are segments of elementary loops.
The dashed line in (a) represents concave polygon that contains all SPs. The
arrows in (b) are the flux density of which line width expresses the magnitude.

this case, the normal vector can be replaced byŝ × ẑ whereŝ indicates the direction of the

segment. As a result, the integral of the compensator is rewritten as below:

∫
r

r0

c · ŝ dl =
∫

r

r0

ŝ× ẑ · ∇Az dl. (5.18)

By using this relation, the wrapped phase can be unwrapped byEq. (5.12).

Figure 5.6 shows an example of a determined local region and an evaluated flux density dis-

tribution. From the result in Fig. 5.6(b), it can be said thata large flux density distribution was

found around SPs while it was comparatively small near the boundary.
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5.3.2 Clustering

The clustering process generates zero-charged groups which are named ‘clusters’, and they

satisfy Eq. (5.4). Gutmann and Weber proposed a clustering algorithm to search branch cut

efficiently using a simulated annealing method [17]. Their clustering algorithm may be ap-

plicable to determine the local domain; however, it needs experimental parameters. In the LC

method, a new clustering algorithm is proposed without a useof experimental parameters. As

shown in section 5.3.1, although the phase compensators defined in a cluster’s region can reg-

ularize the singularity, it distorts the regular region. Therefore, the region of the cluster needs

to be as small as possible. If the measurement area is infinitely wide, all the zero-charged

clusters can be found because the total numbers of them are always same. However, the ac-

tual area is finite. If the total numbers of positive and negative SPs in the area are different, the

solution could not be found. Even when the total numbers are the same, a SP to be coupled

to the other SP may be placed near the border of the area, but itis outside the area. In this

case, SPs in the area may become larger sized clusters. To avoid this problem, virtual SPs are

introduced to be located outside the finite area [46]. The clustering procedure to find small

sized clusters consists of two stages: cluster merging, andcluster splitting, as illustrated in

the flowchart of the LC.bem+svd method shown in Fig. 5.4. The cluster merging process usu-

ally increases the size of cluster, while the cluster splitting which reduces the size. The main

concerning in the proposed algorithm is regard the compensator computations step, while the

proposed algorithm will use the same computations for the cluster step. The complete details

about the cluster method is found in [48].

5.3.3 BEM to solve Poisson’s equation

For each cluster determined in the LC method, the domain to apply the local compensator is

defined as one pixel (elementary loop) width wider area than the region of the convex shaped

area that contains all SPs in the balanced cluster. The boundary of the domain is set on

the outermost segments; an example was shown in Fig. 5.6(a).As shown in Eq. (5.13), the

compensator for phase unwrapping is equivalent to the flux density of∇Az whenAz satisfies

a Poisson’s equation shown in Eq. (5.17) with the boundary condition given by the Neumann

condition with zero-flux density as presented in Eq. (5.14).
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The original LC method (LC.bem+svd) uses BEM [50] as a basic solver to solveAz. In

the BEM, the unknown boundary values at the boundary nodes (Az) are solved as a set of

discretized boundary integral equations for the all boundary nodes shown in Fig. 5.7. After

solving this set of equations, all boundary values,Az and(∇Az · n̂), are determined. Internal

flux density at arbitrary points are evaluated as hyper-singular integrals, e.g. [51–53], from the

all boundary values. Several integration points on a segment are set to estimate the integral of

the flux density on each segment, as shown in Fig. 5.7. However, when the point to estimate

the field is located near the source points, which correspondto the SPs, the BEM has a large

computational error.

The following flux conservation law for every elementary loop cannot be satisfied due to the

error:
∮

c

∇Az · n̂ dl = −2π
∑

k

∫

S

mk δ(r − rk) dS, (5.19)

which is derived from Eq. (5.17) using the Gauss’ divergencetheorem. To reduce this error, a

SVD is applied to find a minimum-norm solution. The error vector on thej-th segment in the

k-th elementary loop,ek,j, is defined as a difference between the gradient computed by BEM,

(∇Az)
′

k,j, and the gradient satisfying the flux conservation law,(∇Az)k,j:

ek,j = (∇Az)
′

k,j − (∇Az)k,j. (5.20)

The flux conservation law shown in Eq. (5.19) for the elementary loopk is rewritten as

4∑

j=1

(
(∇Az)

′

k,j − ek,j

)
· n̂k,j = −2πmk. (5.21)

The number of equations is identical to that of loops,Nl, and the number of unknown variables

of ek,j · n̂k,j is 4Nl because each loop has four segments. However, thee · n̂ is known as zero

on the boundary segments of which the number isNb. Furthermore, since every internal

segment belongs to two loops, the error vectors in these two loops can be defined by a vector

on a segment,

ek,j = ek′,j′ = ei, (5.22)

where the two subscript pairs ofk, j andk′, j′ indicate the same segmenti. Thus, the number

of unknowns is reduced to that of internal segments; i.e.Ns = (4Nl − Nb)/2. In contrast
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to the error vector, two direction vectors,n̂k,j andn̂k′,j′, on the segmenti have the different

direction. A new unit vector,̂di, is introduced that is identical to either̂nk,j or n̂k′,j′, the

normal unit vector can be defined as

n̂k,j = dk,id̂i, (5.23)

wheredk,i can take either±1, depending on the loop as well as the segment. Thus, Eq. (5.21)

can be transformed to the following matrix form:

De = r, (5.24)

(D)k,i = dk,i, (e)i = d̂i · ei,

(r)k = 2πmk −
∑

i

dk,id̂i · (∇Az)
′

i. (5.25)

In Eq. (5.24), theD is anNl-by-Ns matrix. In most clustered domains, the relation be-

tween the dimensions of the matrix is given asNl < Ns except a few cases in which the

domain consists of one-dimensionally aligned loops or a 2-by-2 aligned loop. Therefore, the

set of equations is a rank-deficient, under-determined system of linear equations that cannot

be solved in an ordinal way. However, since the solution list, e, is the list of errors that should

be small, the following condition can be imposed:

minimize
∑

i

∣∣∣(e)i
∣∣∣
2

. (5.26)

To solve Eq. (5.24) with this condition, SVD routine provided by LAPACK [54] is used in the

LC.bem+svd method. The flux is updated by the error:

(∇Az)k,j = (∇Az)
′

k,j − ek,j. (5.27)

An example of the∇Az was shown in Fig. 5.6(b).

After the∇Az is obtained, the compensator for the segment is evaluated byEq. (5.18). In the

case where a segment belongs in several cluster domains, thecompensator is accumulated as

c =
∑

m

cm, (5.28)

wherecm is the compensator to the segment of them-th domain.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of BEM to solve flux densityAz: shows the steps of BEM to compute
the flux, the condition in boundaryΓ is n̂ ·∇Az = 0, and for internal point inside
the specific domain is,Az(ri) =

∫
Γi
(∇A∗

z · n̂)Az dΓ +
∑

k SkA
∗

z.

Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 present examples of unwrapped phase results obtained for two sim-

ulated data and one experimental phase data, respectively;to show comparison of the un-

wrapped results when they obtained by the old LC method by using BEM only, and when

LC method uses BEM and SVD. In addition, Fig. 5.10 show accuracy comparison for the un-

wrapped results of experimental data obtained by the RC+DC method and the old LC method.

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate the comparison of the simulated phase examples, The simulated

phase data are two phase map with the same gradient (0.1,−0.1) [cycle/pixel], and the image

area100 × 100 [pixel2]. However, they contain a set of noise with normal distributions but

different standard deviations. The first simulated noisy phase map with standard deviation

0.15 cycle is shown as original and wrapped phase in Fig. 5.8(a) and (b), respectively. This

phase data has453 positive SPs and456 negative SPs, as shown in Fig. 5.8(c); the sum of them

exceeds9% of the number of all pixels. The unwrapped result with contour lines obtained by

the old LC method by using BEM only is shown in Fig. 5.8(d). Meanwhile, the result obtained

when using both BEM and SVD is shown in Fig. 5.8(e). From the figure it can be seen that

in the case when the old LC method is used BEM only to obtained its unwrapped result, has

fluctuation. This is indicated that the gradients for this unwrapped result are not accurate as it

can be seen from the errors image generated due to using of BEMonly for unwrapped result

shown in Fig. 5.9(f) comparing the errors image produced dueto the difference between the

original phase data and the unwrapped result obtained by using BEM and SVD, as shown in

Fig. 5.9(g). Moreover, these observations can be confirmed from Table 5.1. This table shows a

quantitative comparison of gradients of the original and unwrapped phase maps. In the table,
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

Figure 5.8: An example of unwrapped phase results for simulated phase data has noise with
standard deviation0.15 cycle, to show the errors produce when use BEM only
for the old LC method: (a) original phase data, (b) wrapped data, (c) SPs distri-
bution map (positive and negative SPs are represented by white and black dots,
respectively), (d) unwrapped result of the old LC method by using BEM only, (e)
unwrapped result obtained by the old LC method using both BEMand SVD, (f)
errors generated due to using of BEM only for unwrapped result the range of
values is[−0.3π : 0.4π], and (g) errors generated due to using both BEM and
SVD to produce unwrapped result the range of values is[−0.3π : 0.3π]. In (a),
(b), and (d), (e), the phase increases with the increases of brightness. In (d), (e),
contour lines of the phase with the interval of one cycle are also shown.
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Algorithm Gradient (∇φ̃) R2 T ime
[cycle/pixel] [sec]

Original (0.1001 , –0.1001) — —
LC.bem (0.1000 , –0.0974) 0.0318 0.18
LC.bem+svd (0.1000 , –0.1000) 0.0047 0.19

Table 5.1: A comparison of the accuracy for the simulated noisy data with0.15 cycle standard
deviation, shown in Fig. 5.8; “LC.bem” is the old LC method byusing BEM only,
and “LC.bem+svd” is the old LC method by using both BEM and SVD.

the gradients are obtained by fitting them to a planar function, φ̃, while,R2 is the squared error

between the original phase data and the unwrapped results. It can be seen from this table that

the gradient forx−direction of the result obtained by BEM only has error value comparing

with the gradient of the result obtained by both BEM and SVD, and this can be approved from

theR2 values, since its value is a little higher for the case of using BEM only.

The second simulated phase data has0.2 cycle standard deviation of noise, is shown as original

and wrapped phase in Fig. 5.9(a) and (b), respectively. Thisphase data has1033 positive SPs

and1031 negative SPs, as shown in Fig. 5.9(c); the sum of them exceeds20% of the number

of all pixels. The unwrapped and rewrapped results obtainedby the old LC method by using

BEM only are shown in Fig. 5.9(d) and (f), respectively. Meanwhile, the results obtained

when using both BEM and SVD are shown in Fig. 5.9(e) and (g), respectively. It can be

observed that the unwrapped result of BEM only is not accurate and there are many phase

jumps in it, as shown in Fig. 5.9(d). While, the unwrapped result obtained by both BEM

and SVD shown in Fig. 5.9(e) is smooth. In addition, the stripes in the rewrapped result

provided by BEM only are not distinguished, indicates that the gradients for this unwrapped

result are not accurate as also seen from the errors image generated due to using of BEM

only for unwrapped result shown in Fig. 5.9(h) comparing theerrors image produced due to

the difference between the original phase data and the unwrapped result obtained by using

BEM and SVD, as shown in Fig. 5.9(i). Furthermore, these observations can be confirmed

from Table 5.2. This table shows a quantitative comparison of gradients of the original and

unwrapped phase maps. It can be seen from this table that the gradient forx−direction of the

result obtained by BEM only has large error value comparing with the gradient of the result
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Algorithm Gradient (∇φ̃) R2 T ime
[cycle/pixel] [sec]

Original (0.1001 , –0.1001) — —
LC.bem (0.0789 , –0.0913) 0.5797 7.22
LC.bem+svd (0.0864 , –0.0946) 0.3125 11.00

Table 5.2: A comparison of the accuracy for the simulated noisy data with 0.2 cycle standard
deviation, shown in Fig. 5.9; “LC.bem” is the old LC method byusing BEM only,
and “LC.bem+svd” is the old LC method by using both BEM and SVD.

obtained by both BEM and SVD, and this can be approved from theR2 values, since its value

is more higher for the case of using BEM only. However, the computational time required to

obtained the unwrapped result obtained by both BEM and SVD ishigher than that time for

using BEM only. This is considered a big disadvantage of the old LC method (LC.bem+svd)

which uses both computations of BEM and SVD to produce its unwrapped results.

Figure 5.10 shows the unwrapped results of wrapped phase mapthat resulted from the analysis

of real fringe pattern taken from the experiment carried outby using Mach-Zehnder interfer-

ometer. The purpose of this experiment is to measure the phase shift in candle flames [46].

The phase data has image size256 × 170 pixel2 and 2532 SPs. The wrapped phase data

and its corresponding SPs distribution map are shown in Fig.5.10(a) and (b), respectively.

Moreover, the unwrapped results, which have contour lines,obtained by RC+DC method and

old LC method when it uses BEM only and when it uses both BEM andSVD are given in

Fig. 5.10(c), (d) and (e), respectively. From the figure, it can be noticed that the contour lines

of the unwrapped result obtained by BEM only has many disturbance and fluctuation indicates

that this result has errors and not accurate. As well, the unwrapped result of RC+DC method

also has fluctuation in its contour lines, which means that the RC+DC method produces not

accurate unwrapped result. Meanwhile, the unwrapped result obtained by the old LC method

when using both BEM and SVD is smooth, and the shape of its contour lines are similar to the

stipes of the wrapped data. However, the time cost for the LC.bem+svd method when it uses

both BEM and SVD is the highest computational time cost, which is 21.87 sec, among the

studied algorithm. While, the computational time cost of old LC method when using BEM

only is 11.86 sec; also, the computational time cost required for RC+DC method is8.8 sec.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

(h) (i)

Figure 5.9: An example of unwrapped phase results for simulated phase data has noise with
0.2 cycle standard deviation to show the errors produce when useBEM only for
the old LC method: (a) original phase data, (b) wrapped data,(c) SPs distri-
bution map (positive and negative SPs are represented by white and black dots,
respectively), (d) unwrapped result of the old LC method by using BEM only,
(e) unwrapped result obtained by the old LC method using bothBEM and SVD,
(f) rewrapped result of the old LC method by using BEM only, (g) rewrapped
result obtained by the old LC method using both BEM and SVD, (h) errors gen-
erated due to using of BEM only for unwrapped result the rangeof values is
[−0.06π : 1.8π], and (i) errors generated due to using both BEM and SVD to
produce unwrapped result the range of values is[−0.05π : 1.3π].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 5.10: Accuracy comparison for unwrapped phase results of experimental data for can-
dle flame: (a) wrapped data, (b) SPs distribution map (positive and negative SPs
are represented by white and black dots, respectively), (c)unwrapped result of
the RC+DC method, (d) unwrapped result of the old LC method byusing BEM
only, and (e) unwrapped result obtained by the old LC method using both BEM
and SVD. In (c), (d) and (e), contour lines of the phase with the interval of one
cycle are also shown.

The too high computational time cost of the old LC method whenit uses both BEM and SVD

is considered a big problem for this method, specially when the wrapped phase data has large

image size or includes high noise ratio, and this is what we will solve in the next section.

5.3.4 The description of the proposed algorithm (LC.rot+div)

The purpose of the current proposed phase unwrapping algorithm is to improve the perfor-

mance of the localized compensator phase unwrapping method(LC.bem+svd). This is hap-

pened by reducing the computational time cost required to solve Poisson equation with Neu-

mann condition to compute the flux,∇Az, to evaluate the compensator values with line inte-

gral of∇Az shown in Eq.(5.18). To explain the idea of the proposed algorithm, considerAz

as a scalar potential,φ; and consider the source charges in the right-hand in Eq.(5.17) which

are electrostatic charges asS = ρ, whereρ is normalized byǫ0. Therefore, it is just considered

as a potential problem in electromagnetics, and Poisson’s equation shown in Eq. (5.17) can
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be modified as follows:

∇2φ = S (5.29)

From identity of vector calculus we can get:

∇ · ∇φ = S (5.30)

In the case of static fields, it is in general not necessary to describe the problem by vectors;

and the electric field at point is equal to the negative gradient of the scalar electric potential,

E = −∇φ (5.31)

Hence, we can obtain the divergence of the electric field shown in Eq. (5.30) as total charge

density divided by the permittivity of free space,

∇ ·E = S (5.32)

Equation (5.32) illustrates that the integral of the electric flux, which is the compensator value

along the line segment, out of a closed surface is equal to thecharge enclosed. Therefore, by

getting the solution of Eq. (5.32), the compensator values are directly evaluated; and this is

the merit of our proposed algorithm. In contrast, the BEM computes the solution of Poisson

equation as point values of flux, hence it requires integration of these flux points to obtain the

compensator values. As a result, this is evaluation by usingBEM to obtain the compensator

values produces errors, especially when the charge sources, which are SPs, are located near to

the segments that required to compute their compensator values. Therefore, SVD technique

is used in the original LC method (LC.bem+svd) to fix these error, means that high time cost

is required. In contrast, the proposed algorithm does not need this step, since it computes the

line integral directly, means that it reduces the required computational time cost.

Unfortunately, every elementary loop (2 × 2 pixel path) in each cluster has only one diver-

gence equation, Eq. (5.32), with four segments (have unknown flux values). Hence, to solve

these unknown variables, more equations are needed. These equations can be provided from

Eq. (5.31) by applying rotational operator for this equation, we can get the following relation:

∇×E = −∇×∇φ (5.33)
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Figure 5.11: A schematic for the proposed algorithm to illustrate the wayfor solving Pois-
son’s equation to compute the flux values. This way uses rotational, (∇×), and
divergence, (∇·) operators to produce the flux density values directly without
any integration to evaluate the compensators.

Because that the rotational of a scalar function equals zero, hence:

∇×E = 0 (5.34)

Equation (5.34) represents that the induced electromotiveforce in any closed loop equals zero

in the case of static field. The position of divergence and rotational equation points for the

flux density are depended on SP positions. Figure 5.11 shows aschematic for the proposed

algorithm to illustrate the way for solving Poisson’s equation to compute the flux values.

The divergence equation is shown the divergence between theflux lines, its position is in the

center of the loop as shown in Fig 5.11. Meanwhile, the central point position for the grid of

the rotational operator is shifted with0.5 pixel size width from the divergence point position,

as shown in Fig 5.11. Furthermore, the orientations (signs), +1 or −1, for rotational and

divergence matrices are dependent on the direction of flux lines and also are respect to their

directions for the axisx andy. For cluster size ofM ×N , the number of unknown variables

is 2MN −3(N +M)+4. Moreover, the number of divergence equations is(M −1)(N −1),

and the number of rotational equations is(M − 2)(N − 2). Therefore, the number of total

equations is2MN−3(N +M)+5, means it is greater than the number of unknown variables

with one redundancy equation. To solve the rotational and divergence equations, simultaneous

equation can be generated by joint the rotational and divergence matrices as,

Ax = b (5.35)

whereA matrix is resulted as rearranging of the rotational and divergence matrices,x denotes

the list of line integral of electric flux, which are the required the compensator values, andb
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Figure 5.12: A flowchart of the proposed algorithm (LC.rot+div).

represents the list of source term. These equations consista linear equations set, in which the

matrix of equations has square shape. Since, theA matrix is a sparse matrix of which most of

its components are zero and the non-zero elements are+1 or−1, it can be saved the memory

by compressing theA matrix. In the proposed algorithm, we convert this square sparse matrix

to band matrix, then a routine solver provided by LAPACK [54]is used for band matrix. This

is reduce the restriction of memory shortage in the originalLC method (LC.bem+svd). We

refer to the proposed algorithm as localized compensator phase unwrapping method based on

rotational and divergence operators (LC.rot+div). Figure5.12 illustrates a flowchart of the

proposed algorithm (LC.rot+div), to show the main steps in the compensator computation.

This description of using rotational and divergence operators to solve Poisson equation to

evaluate the compensator values through computing the flux density,Az, makes the proposed

algorithm (LC.rot+div) simple and easy to implement. It provides a fast and efficient way

to unwrap the phase map, by reducing the computational time required to compute the com-

pensator values. In the following section, the performanceand applicability of the proposed

algorithm is examined.

5.4 Results and discussion

In this section, two examples of noisy wrapped phase maps arepresented. One is a simulated

phase map where the true phase is known to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm
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Algorithm Gradient (∇φ̃) ∆
(
∇φ̃
)

[%] σ

[cycle/pixel] [cycle/pixel]

Original (0.1001 , –0.1001) ( — , — ) 0.199
LC.bem+svd (0.0864 , –0.0946) (–13.7 , –5.5) 0.361
LC.rot+div (0.0865 , –0.0944) (–13.6 , –5.7) 0.359

Table 5.3: A comparison of the accuracy for the simulation data, shown in Fig. 5.13;
“LC.bem+svd” is the old LC method, and “LC.rot+div” is the proposed method.

quantitatively. The other is the experimental data obtained with interferometer to demonstrate

the performance of the proposed method for noisy phase data.

5.4.1 Simulated wrapped phase for known phase map

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed algorithm, a simulated noisy phase

map with constant gradient has0.2 cycle standard deviation is generated, shown as origi-

nal and wrapped data in Fig. 5.13(a). The unwrapped phase results obtained by the old LC

method (LC.bem+svd) [48] and the proposed modified LC algorithm (LC.rot+div) are shown

in Fig. 5.13(b) and (c), respectively; with their rewrappedresults. We can noticed that the

unwrapped phase results of the compared algorithms are smooth and look likes the original

phase data, as shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 5.13. This observation can be confirmed

from the phase error shown Fig. 5.13(d), which is the difference between the two unwrapped

results obtained by the LC.bem+svd and the proposed LC.rot+div methods. Moreover, the ac-

curacy of the proposed algorithm can be emphasized as shown in Table 5.3. This table shows a

quantitative comparison of gradients for the original and unwrapped phase maps. In the table,

the gradients are obtained by fitting them to a planar function, φ̃, and theσ denotes the mean

residual that is defined as a square root of a mean square residual from the fitted function,̃φ.

Theσ of the original phase data is not equal to zero, because the original data contains noise

with the given standard deviation. The errors of gradient,∆
(
∇φ̃
)

is estimated as the nor-

malized difference between the unwrapped result and the original one, where the normalizing

factor is the reciprocal of original one. From the table, it can be observed that the accuracy of

the LC.bem+svd method and the proposed LC.rot+div algorithm is similar.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.13: A comparison of the unwrapped phase results for simulated phase data has noise
with σ = 0.2 [cycle]: (a) the original and wrapped phase data, (b) the un-
wrapped and rewrapped results obtained by the old LC method (LC.bem+svd),
(c) the unwrapped and rewrapped results obtained by the proposed modified LC
method (LC.rot+div), (d) the phase difference between the unwrapped results
the range of values is[−0.1π : 0.2π]. The left side in (a) to (c), the phase
increases with the increases of brightness.
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Figure 5.14: Required computational time of each algorithm for various image sizes: The
horizontal axisN denotes one-dimensional area size in pixels. “LC.bem+svd”
shows the required time cost for the old LC method, and “LC.rot+div” shows
the required execution time for the proposed method.

Figure 5.14 shows a comparison of required computational time for the old LC.bem+svd

method and the proposed modified LC.rot+div method for various image sizes, with the same

data component regards the gradients and the standard deviation of the noise contained in

the data. In the figure, the horizontal axisN denotes one-dimensional area size in pixels.

The computational time for each phase unwrapping algorithmis measured using a PC with

Intel Core 2 DUO CPU installed, with 2.13 GHz clock in a singleCPU operation mode.

The computing language used to implement the compared phaseunwrapping algorithms is C

language. From the figure, we can observed two big problems related to the computational

time cost of the LC.bem+svd method. The first problem is that the old LC.bem+svd algorithm

can not provide unwrapped results for noisy phase data with image sizes greater than400×400

pixel2, due to memory shortage. This is due to that the LC.bem+svd method required very

large memory size to compute the compensator values by SVD method to fix the errors of

the results, although there is no memory restriction by BEM method itself. In addition, the
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Figure 5.15: The maximum cluster size for various image sizes: The horizontal axisN de-
notes one-dimensional area size in pixels.

LC.bem+svd method has higher computational time cost to obtain its unwrapped results for

smaller image sizes comparing with the proposed LC.rot+divmethod for the same data, as

shown in the figure. However, we can see that the computational time cost for the proposed

method to obtain its unwrapped result for the phase data withsize500 × 500 pixel2 is the

highest cost among the execution time of other phase data size. The reason for that is the

cluster distribution and size for this data, as shown in Fig.5.15. It can be noticed that this size

has the maximum cluster size comparing with the other data sizes.

From above-mentioned discussion, it can be concluded that the execution time to compute the

compensators in the proposed algorithm LC.rot+div is reduced compared to that one of the

original LC.bem+svd method and solve the problem of memory shortage for larger phase data

size.

5.4.2 Experimental data obtained by interferometer

The proposed LC.rot+div algorithm has also been tested experimentally on two-dimensional

wrapped phase map that resulted from the analysis of real fringe pattern taken from the ex-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.16: Unwrapped phase results of experimental data for candle flame: (a) wrapped
data, (b) SPs distribution map (positive and negative SPs are represented by
white and black dots, respectively), (c) unwrapped result of the old LC method
(LC.bem+svd), and (d) unwrapped result obtained by the proposed method
(LC.rot+div). In (c) and (d), contour lines of the phase withthe interval of
one cycle are also shown.

periment carried out by using Mach-Zehnder interferometer. This data is the same data that

used in section 5.3.3. The purpose of this experiment is to measure the phase shift in candle

flames [46]. The wrapped phase data and its corresponding SPsdistribution map are shown

in Fig. 5.16(a) and Fig. 5.16(b), respectively. Moreover, the unwrapped results, which have

contour lines, obtained by LC.bem+svd method and the proposed algorithm (LC.rot+div) are

given in Fig. 5.16(c) and Fig. 5.16(d), respectively. The accuracy of phase unwrapping meth-

ods can be evaluated by comparing the shape of phase discontinuity in the wrapped data and

the shape of contour lines in the unwrapped phases. It can be found that the accuracy of the

LC.bem+svd method and the proposed method have similar level of accuracy. However, the

execution time required for the LC.bem+svd method to obtainthe unwrapped result, which

is 24.59 sec, is much higher compared to that of the proposed LC.rot+div method to obtain

its unwrapped result, which is2.91 sec. Therefore, it can be said that the proposed method

(LC.rot+div) provides its unwrapped result with same accuracy and smaller computational

time requirement compared to the LC.bem+svd method does.
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5.5 Conclusions

To solve phase unwrapping problems, many methods have been developed, nevertheless, pro-

viding satisfactory results with better quality leads to a time consuming process. Phase un-

wrapping for noisy data by using LC.bem+svd method had higher accuracy than the other

existing methods. However, it has drawbacks of memory shortage and computational time

requirement, since, it is needed high time cost to solve Poisson’s equation to produce the

compensator values. To overcome these drawbacks, we use a new way to produce the com-

pensator values. The proposed algorithm (LC.rot+div) solves the Poisson’s equation by using

rotational and divergence operators to get the compensators without any effect of the singu-

larity source positions. The proposed algorithm was testedon both computer-simulated and

experimental noisy phase data. The results show that the proposed LC.rot+div algorithm pro-

vides the unwrapped results with same accuracy and smaller computational time requirement

compared to the original LC.bem+svd method.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

There has been an increasing interest in the automation of fringe analysis over the last decade.

The main stages of fringe analysis technique are phase extraction and phase unwrapping.

Phase unwrapping has been a research area for more than two decades. Despite no small

amount of efforts, however, the problem remains unresolved. Phase unwrapping has faced

great challenges especially when the wrapped data containsdiscontinuous and contiguous

features at the same time. There is clearly a need for furtherinvestigation with particular

emphasis to solve this problem. Our work here is meant to present a good insight to propose

more accurate phase unwrapping algorithms.

This dissertation has made investigations in fringe pattern analysis process, specially for phase

unwrapping stage. A general review to the main stages for fringe analysis process, which are

phase extraction and phase unwrapping has been introduced.However, large concerning is

given for the unwrapping stage, since it is the object of thisstudy. Therefore, the phase

unwrapping problem was presented, and the problems that face many phase unwrapping algo-

rithms have been briefly described. The major problem for allphase unwrapping algorithms

is the singularity problem and effect on the unwrapping process. SPs are local inconsistencies

that prevent straight forward unwrapping. Furthermore, a brief review for some of existing

phase unwrapping methods is also introduced.

This thesis has presented two novel phase unwrapping methods for the purpose of more

accurate phase unwrapping for noisy wrapped phase maps for various optical applications.

The first proposed method is named rotational and direct compensators phase unwrapping

(RC+DC). The proposed RC+DC phase unwrapping algorithm uses local phase information

to compensate parts of the field, which are SPs, that cause inconsistencies in the unwrapping

results. It is based on three techniques rotational and direct compensators, unconstrained sin-

gular point, and virtual singular points. It uses DC for adjoining SP pairs, and uses RC for
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other SP pairs. The adjoining pair is a dipole consists of twoSPs with opposite signs separated

by one pixel horizontally or vertically. The RC+DC method isfast, however, its accuracy is

not guaranteed. Since, its accuracy is depending on reducing the times for using the RC tech-

nique which increases the phase distortion in the regular region, where SPs are not located the

unwrapped results.

The second proposed phase unwrapping algorithm is based on singularity compensation for

cluster regions of SPs; it aims to improve the performance ofphase unwrapping using a lo-

calized compensator (LC.bem+svd) method regards the memory shortage and computational

time requirements. The LC.bem+svd method regularizes the inconsistencies in local areas,

which are clusters, around the SPs by integrating the solution of Poisson’s equation for each

cluster to evaluate the compensators. In terms of accuracy,the method using LC.bem+svd is

superior to the other methods. Despite this, LC.bem+svd method has a major disadvantage of

computational cost since this method requires long time cost to compute the compensators.

Hence, to overcome these drawbacks, we use a new way to produce the compensator val-

ues. The proposed algorithm LC.rot+div solves the Poisson’s equation by using rotational

and divergence operators to get the compensators without any effect of the singularity source

positions. The proposed LC.rot+div algorithm is tested on both computer-simulated and ex-

perimental noisy phase data. The results show that the proposed algorithm (LC.rot+div) is

faster compared to the original algorithm with LC.bem+svd,meanwhile it keeps the same

level of accuracy of the unwrapped results.

The proposed algorithms are tested on both simulated and experimental phase data. In regard

to the unwrapped phase results of simulated data, the proposed algorithms give the best solu-

tion with high quality compared to the examined algorithms which are Goldstein’s method and

the least squares method with DCT. Moreover, the unwrappingmethods have been applied on

the measured phase maps obtained by interferometer for measuring a heated air around candle

flame through measuring the phase shift caused by this flame. Also, the proposed methods

give the best accuracy for unwrapping this type of measured data. Therefore, the proposed

phase unwrapping algorithms are suitable for the complex wrapped phase data with large

number of SPs. The reason for the better accuracy by the proposed algorithms results due to
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Algorithm Gradient (∇φ̃) ∆
(
∇φ̃
)

[%] σ Time [sec]

σnoise: 0.15 [cycle] (N(s+) = 453, N(s−) = 456)
Original (0.1000 , –0.1000) ( — , — ) 0.149 —
Goldstein (0.0892 , –0.0826) (–10.8 , –17.4) 0.425 0.12
Flynn (0.1000 , –0.1000) ( 0.0 , 0.0 ) 0.159 47.81
LS-DCT (0.0742 , –0.0731) (–25.8 , –27.0) 0.179 0.16
SSPU (0.0743 , –0.0730) (–25.7 , –27.0) 0.179 5.10
RC (0.0912 , –0.0896) ( –8.7 , –10.4) 0.168 3.98
RC+DC (0.0955 , –0.0952) ( –4.4 , –4.9 ) 0.169 0.68
LC.bem+svd (0.1000 , –0.1000) ( 0.0 , 0.0 ) 0.145 2.74
LC.rot+div (0.1000 , –0.1000) ( 0.0 , 0.0 ) 0.146 0.44
σnoise: 0.20 [cycle] (N(s+) = 1033, N(s−) = 1031)
Original (0.1000 , –0.1000) ( — , — ) 0.199 —
Flynn (0.0999 , –0.0999) ( –1.0 , –1.0 ) 0.260 136.30
LC.rot+div (0.0865 , –0.0944) (–13.6 , –5.7 ) 0.3590 0.60

Table 6.1: Accuracy and computational time cost comparisons among thestudied algorithms,
for two examples of simulated noisy phase data.

it confining the effect of singularities to the local region around each SP.

Table 6.1 provides a summary for quantitative comparison among six existing methods, which

are Goldstein’s path-following method [11], Flynn method [15] the LS-DCT method [25], the

SSPU method [43], the RC method with using all approaches (RC, USP, VSP)[46] and the old

LC method (LC.bem+svd). In addition the comparison includes the two proposed algorithms,

which are RC+DC method, and LC.rot+div algorithm. The tableshows the accuracy in two

cases where the standard deviation of noise is0.15 cycle and0.20 cycle. The induced noise

caused disturbances, which are SPs, in the phase map. The number of SPs is also shown in

the table. The total numbers of SPs are9% and20% of the number of all pixels for each case.

In the table, the gradients are obtained by fitting them to a planar function,̃φ, and the errors

of gradient,∆
(
∇φ̃
)

is estimated as the normalized difference between the unwrapped result

and the original one, where the normalizing factor is the reciprocal of original one. While,σ

denotes the mean residual that is defined as a square root of a mean square residual from the

fitted function,φ̃. Theσ of the original phase data is not equal to zero, because the original

data contains noise with the given standard deviation. The last column in the table shows

the execution time required for each algorithm to obtained its unwrapped result. In the case
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of noise with0.15 cycle, it can be revealed from Table 6.1 that both Flynn method and the

proposed algorithm (LC.rot+div) exhibited the best accuracy between the studied algorithms,

because they give the smallest error in terms of∆
(
∇φ̃
)

. However, the computational time

cost of Flynn method is the highest cost as compared to all algorithms. Furthermore, In the

case of0.2 cycle standard deviation of noise, the comparison is given only for Flynn method

and the proposed LC.rot+div algorithm to explore their performance in the case of high noise

since they showed the best accuracy for0.15 cycle noise. It is clear that Flynn method is

better in terms of the accuracy although it has a higher computational time cost to produce

its unwrapped results than the LC.rot+div does, as shown in the table. Therefore, it can be

said that the proposed LC.rot+div algorithm gives accurateunwrapped phase results with low

computational time cost.

As a summary, the presence of noise in the measured data, in which many SPs are found, of-

ten makes general phase unwrapping algorithms fail to produce accurate unwrapped results.

Therefore, it is necessary to use a powerful phase unwrapping method to recover the desired

smooth phase surface. For this reason, we propose our new phase unwrapping methods, those

are applicable for actual measured phase data that is extracted from various applications. One

example of these applications is dynamic three-dimensional shape measurement. When a

measured object is varied with time, enough long exposure time cannot be allocated to ob-

tain a deformed fringe pattern. The obtained fringe patternwith short exposure time has a

low signal-to-noise ratio. Our proposed unwrapping methods (RC+DC, LC.rot+div) are suc-

cessfully unwrapping such that kind of actual phase data andproduce smooth and accurate

unwrapped phase results with low computational time cost. Another example about the appli-

cability of our proposed unwrapping methods for actual measured phase data is applications

that are required large phase data size measuring, means these applications need to generate

many phase images to collect the desired information related to these applications, such as

computed tomography (CT) measurements.
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